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Shepard speaks to sold out crowd
BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

The self-proclaimed "face of
humanity," Judy Shepard visited
Xavier Monday night to discuss
her son's murder.
She spoke to a sold out crowd
in the Schiff Family Conference
Center with courage, determination and experience.
Shepard is the mother of Matthew Shepard, a 21 year-old who ·
was murdered in Laramie; Wyo.,
in October 1998. His murder was
driven by anti-gay hatred. Two
men were convicted for his mur~
der.
She described herself as a mom
with a story. She shares her story
so that others may not have to.
experience the pain that is too
familiar to her now.
·
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO COUTESY OF DEVIN MATHIS
NEWSWIRE PHOTO COUTESY.OF BRIAN ANGOLIA
Shepard spoke to the. crowd
This past week, the Xavier Alliance brough~ Judy Shepard (left) to the XU campus while The Xavier Players presented the "Laramie
about her son and his murder. as
Project:' Both events focused on the impact of hate crimes on society.
she encouraged others to speak
out in promotin.g diversity· in or- gay and lesbian community will
der to. prevent hate.
. soon have its rights, according to
"We are all part of the same. Shepard. The federal hate-crime
family,"
·
legislation
Shepard --------------------------~-- was on its
way to the
s a i d .
"When we
Senate betreat each
fore _Sept.
11. "Until
other like
brothers
the government recand sisters,
a world
ognizes
w i t ho u t
gays and
hate will
· -·Judy Shepard lesbians as
exist."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - _ ; ; , .__ a historiShepard emphasized the cally oppressed group, the rest of
power of one person to change the country won't either," she
and educate the rest of the world. said. ·
"One individual can make such a
Shepard shared two dreams
difference," she said. Along this that she has for the gay and lessame line, Shepard commented on bian community. The first is for.
the need to vote and be a part of the press to stay for an entire
the government. "You have to be
part of the system to change it."
See Shepard, page 2
Legally and legislatively, the

"we are all part ofthe

same family. When we treat
each other like brothers and
sisters, a world without hate
will exist. "
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Marriot committee
to examine contract•·

Etiquette dinner .

Asked for reasons why Xavier .
· BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTI
Contributing Writer
should or should not renew its conA subcommittee of the Justice tract, Hodgson stated, "That's preAcross the Campus Coi:nmittee has cisely what we're looking at." The
been formed to examine whether or primary issues the subcommittee is
not Xavier should renew its contract looking at are "protection of work~
with Sodexho Marriott. Xavier Presi- · ers' rights ... contracts in general
dent Rev. Michael Graham,. S.J., that may come under workers' rights
made the decision for a subcommit- and obvio.usly Sodexho ... and the
tee in July.
private prison issue,'~ she said ..
The subcommittee
consists
of
The subcommittee has begun its
.
nine members of the Justice Across query with a study of Catholic soc
the Camp.us Committee. The Justice cial teaching and ethical~decision
Across the Campus Committee was making and is to examine the kind
formed as a result of regional and of language regarding workers'
national conferences on commitment rights that should be in all Xavier
to justice and higher education, contracts with subcontractors.·
which were started by Santa Clara
The su.bcommittee is to report
University, Detroit Mercy and Bos- their findings back· to .Graham in
ton College.
December.
One of the nine memb'ers is Dr.
Hodgson said, "If there are any
Irene Hodgson, professor of modern interested individuals and groups,
J. Kenneth Blackwell, O.hio's
languages. In regards to whom the we are interested in them coming
· secretary of state, will speak Tuessu.bcommittee has talked to so far, to us. I'm asking people to contact
day, Oct. 30 in the Schiff Family
she explained, "We haven't gone off me." Hodgson's email is·
Conference Room I at 7 p:m. A
campus yet ... we~ve been talking to hodgson@xu.edu and her phone
reception will take. place before
· people on campus."
number is 745c 3541.
the speech. Blackwell will speak
on election reform, student involvement in politics andwhy he
is a Republican. The event is
ciety as being "SIC" -.silent, insponsored by College Republicontinued from page 1
different and. complacent. She
cans. For more infomation, conpride parade. "I want them to see the called out to the members of the
. tact Matt at 924-8373.
happy members of the gay commu- audience to commit to ridding the
nity and their supporters - the bor- world of hatred. "It can be changed,
· we know it can,'' she said.
ing people."
Professor John Anderson, presiHer second dream is for everyone
There is a link between the
dent of the World Federalist Asin the gay community to come out events of Sept. 11 and her son's
sociation, will present "Making
and be who they are. "If we don't do murder, according to Shepard, as
Our World More Democratic: A
it now, who will and when?"
they were both driven by hate.
Response to Terrorism." The
Shepard also expressed the im- "Hate crimes make a point, terro~event will take place Thursday,
portance of parents and other sup- . ize a community and send a mesOct. 25 at 7 p.m. in the Conaton
porters being out and proud. She rec- sage," she said.
Board Room on Schmidt Hall. It
Judy and Dennis Shepard are .
ommended joining 'cine"of several
is sponsored by Peace and Justice
organizations for parents and sup- also the founders of the Matthew
Programs. 'For more. information,
porters of gay and lesbians. She spe- · Shepard Foundation, created in
contact Rev. Ben Urmston, S.J., at
cifically spoke of Parents, Families December 1998. Its goal is to sup-·
745-3320.
and Friend.s of Lesbians and. Gays port diversity programs in order to
(PPL.AG).
educate and replace hate with unHate is fostered by a'vicious cycle derstanding, acceptance and com~
of hatred and fear that leads to vio- passion.
lence and oppression, according t_o
For rriore information about
The Office of Multicultural
Shepard.
"We
need
to
rid
the
world
PFLAG,
visit www.pflag.org.
Affairs will begin its Colloquium
of
ignorance
and
stereotypes,''
she
PFLAG
promotes
the health and
Series on Tuesday, Oct. 30 at 2
said.
"We
need
to
remove
the
cloak
well-being
of
GLBT
individuals,
p.m. in the Conaton Board Room
of
mystery."
~heir families and friends through
· in Schmidt Hall. Pastor L.D. Ervin
Shepard als~ spoke of today's so- support, education and 'advocacy.
will speak. Ervin is the author of
The Center for Career and
Leadership Development and the
Willi.ams College of Business are
sponsqring · an .~tiquette seminar
and dinner on Monday, Nov. 5.
from 5:30-8:30 p.m~· in Banquet
Room I, Cintas Center. Those attending will be instructed on pro~
fessional etiquette through afivecourse m~aL
Tickets are $15 and can be
purchased at the Center for Career and Leadership Development
located in O'Connor Sports Center. Deadline for reservations is
Oct. 29.

Ohio secretary of
state to speak

Shepard: S.upport n·eeded

Democratic world

Colloquium Series

"Step by Step: A courageous jour- ·
ney to ·freedom."

Don't Tell Anna
There will be "Don't Tell
Anna" perfomances on Oct. 26 at
· 9:30 p.m. and Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
in Kelley Auditorium. There is no
admission fee but they are taking
donations for the American Red
Cross.

Halloween party
There will be a Halloween costume party Saturday, Oct. 27 at
I 0: I 5 p.m. at the Villa. There will
be prizes for the best costume. The
party is sponsored by Men for
Others, BSAand BAACHUS.

SAC sees 'Rent'
On Wednesday, Oct. 31, SAC
is taking students to see-the
Broadway musical "Rent." The
. cost is $15 and buses will leave
Buenger Circle at 7: 15 p.m. For
more information, call the SAC
office at 745-3534.

Police investigated a theft report moved while he was delivering a The non-student. was advised to
from the O'Connor Sports Center. pizza. A Husman Hall resident leave until he obtained proper auA sports center member left his wal- was identified and found respon- thorization to distribute.
Oct. 16, 6:30. p.m. - A theft let containing $70 in cash in an sible for the theft. The property
was reported at. the 1700 block of unlocked locker and when he re- was returned to the driver and the
Cleanay Avenue. The student re- . turned it was gone.
student will face disciplinary
charges.
ported that his passenger side winOct. 20, 1:15 a.m. -Campus
dow had been broken and his
father's cell phone removed from Police assisted Cincinnati Police
Oct. 20, 11:45 p.m. - Camwith an automobile accident in pus Police and Norwood Police
the vehicle.
which a commuter student lostcon- investigated a party at a, student
Oct. 17, 10:30
Campus . trol of his car and struck a light pole. owned home on the 1700 block
Police responded to an automobile The student received no injuries ofCleneay Avenue. The party was
accident at the intersection of but 'was arrested by the Cincinnati broken up and several residents
Ledgewood Avenue and Heralq Police for driving under the influ~ ·were advised that they face
Avenue. A student was struck and ence.
discliplinary charges.
was transported with minor dam~
Oct. 20, 3:05 a.m. - Campus
ages by Cincinnati Police and Fire
Oct. 21, 1:05 a.m. - Campus
Department to Good Samaritan Police received informat~on that a Police investigated a complaint
student had been arrested by the from several Husman Hall re.siHospital.
Cincinnati Police for disorderly dents that an unidentified male
Oct. 19, 3:2l p.m. - Campus conduct and illegal possession of a was observed urinating in. the
Police investigated an automobile prescription drug while at a party hallway walls of the second floor,
accident in the North Lot. A stu- in the 900 block of Dana Avenue.
east wing. A search was conducted
and the subject was not located.
dent inadvertently struck. another
Oct. 20, 7:27 p.m. - Officers
student's vehicle from behind as
received a theft report from a Papa
Oct. 23, 2:09 p.m. -A male
they approached stop sign.
John's driver at Husman Hall. The non-student was distributing
Oct. 19, 3:30 p.m. - Campus sign on top of the car had been re- pamphlets on the academic mall.·

Police Notes

a.m. -

a
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Aiming for· th.e light

JUNIOR ERIC RHODES LIVES BY THE THREE AIMS OF THE ALPHAS AND REAPS THE BENEFITS OF BROTHERHOOD IN A FRATERNITY
.:

.·

~·

.

'

BY MELISSA .A. MOSKO
Rhodes, a juni9r management
"They were one of the first orgaNews Features Editor
·major,· gave a speech on the Buf- nizations to fight for civil rights
Members of Alpha Phi Alpha faloSoldiers,aregimentofAfr\can- · and equality in America."
.
Inc., Sigma Gamma chapter recently . Americans creThe Buffalo
· Soldiers got
attended _their fraternity's distr_ict ated after .the
conference in Akron, Ohio. ·
Civil War to
their name after ·
The fraternity's district meeting ·protect AmeriAfricanan
handled a great deal of business as can settlers on
American solwell as holding an oraforical com- the Western
dier wh_o .fought
petition and a Miss Black and Gold frontier.
against a group
pageant. .
"They faced
of American In-·
Xavier's own Eric Rhodes , a lot of harddian warders.
walked away with the first place ship,'' Rhodes
One soldier enprize in the district oratorical com- said.
countered
a
petition -·going on to represent
"The Bufgroup of war- Eric Rhodes rio~~ and dethe Ohio .district at the regional falo Warriors
competition in Indianapolis; Ind.
have had a great
feated many of
JUOlOr
If he experiences his same ·suc- impact on socithem. Those
cess in Indiana, he could be well ety by inf! u.
surviving said
on his way to the national-confer- encing African~American military he "fc;iught like abuffalo."
movements.
ence.
"It.is important that Alpha supports events like these because it
keeps the ball rolling for fature ·
members," he sai.d.
"It gives .those who come after
us an example to follow." That example is met and exceeded in
Rhodes.
"I joined Alpha because I
I Wanted to be a part of a legacy that
would never die," Rhodes· said.
_Members of Alpha Phi Alpha Inc.
have a duty to "uphold the light."
For Rhodes and the rest of the fra~
ternity, this means aspiring towards
their· three aims: doing manly
deeds, excelling in scholarship and
having a love for all of mankind.
"I'm constantly doing the work
of Alpha," he said. "Whether I'm
meeting people, going to class or
just relaxing - 24 hours a day,
seven days a week - I'm upholding the light."
·
PHOTO couRTEsY""oF""E-'--R1~c~RH"--'o"""o'-'!JEs
The Alphas not only support reJunior Erk Rhodes speaks· in Akron, Ohio about the Buffalo . gional and national events, but proSoldiers and 'their impact on the African-American culture and
gram a wide variety of events on.
the American way of life.
and around campus.

'1 joined the
.Alphas because I
wanted to be a part
ofa legacy that ·
.would never die. "

PHOTO COURTESY OF ERIC RHODES

Sigm_a Gamma chapter members surround Camdice Germany.
worked on. voter registration drives
in the area.
Xavier sophomore Candice Germany, the winner of Sigma Gamma
chapter's Miss Black and Gold pageant last year also attended the conference and participated in the District Miss Black and Gold Pageant.

"It's important for us to not only
program for all students, but to create an opportunfry for minorities
to come together," Rhodes said.
"We aren't just a campus club
that sits around and does nothing."
The Alphas participate in the
national Project Alpha; and have

Upcoming.Alpha Phi Alpha Inc. events
Annual Dating.Game Greekfest

'.'.7""

Nov. 5

Nov. J 0

'lee Cold. Party
-'---. mid-November
..
.. ·
_., . .
'

·• Miss Blackarrd
Gold
Pageant\ ~. seconcise~ester
.
..
. .

"Everyone thinks_ of changing the world, but no one
thinks oif changing himself."
.
- LEO TOLSTOY
'

'·

'

.

'

Race: forulll a collaboration of organizations
continued from page 1
"Let's Talk About Race" team. She
attended Bowling Green University with Nash and.Smitherman, and
contacted them in an effort to draw ·
attention to race relations here at
Xavier and in Cincinnati.
"There is so much going on right
here at Xavier that the majority of
students don't even know exists. It
is important for people to look at
things through others' eyes. I feel
as though people have blinders on,
and that many don't care about
these racial issues because they are
_not something that affects them,"
said Edwards.
.
She was pleased with the turn-·

out at all of the sessions, and would
like to host more in the future. Human Resources, the Office for Student Development, Residence Life,
Student Life, the Black Student
Association, the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, Alpha Phi
Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta and
Husman Hall sponsored and supported the event:
"I would love to continue collaboration with a such a wide range_
of organizations to continue talks
in the future. I would like to get
everyone involved. Everyone is
responsible," said Edwards.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Seniors Amy Krings and Cirita Johnson listen at the race forum.

I
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Two people die from anthrax
~T

LEAST ONE MAN HANDLED CONGRESSIONAL MAIL, INVESTIGATION INTO SOURCE OF DISEASE CONTINUES

A trail of anthrax spores connects the postal centers to .the
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Capitol building. A Iett~r tainted
with anthrax was found iri the ofWASHINGTON - Two postal fices of Senate Majority Leader
workers in the nation's capital are ap- Tom 'Daschle last week, and 28
parently dead of· anthrax, and two Capitol workers; inducting six ·
more were hospitalized Monday police officers, have tested posiwith dangerous pulmonary anthrax tive for .exposure to. anthrax,
infections; escalating bioterrorism 's which doesn't guarantee they will
toll on America.
contract the disease.
At least one of the two dead postal·
· The ietter to Daschle would
·workers handled congressional mail. have passed through the postal
Preliminary tests suggested an- facility where .the latest victims
thrax as the cause of death, pending worked - the Brentwood maii .
conclusive results.
· processing center, which employs
. "It is very clear that their.symp- about 2,000 postal workers and is
' ·toms are suspicious, and their deaths · about 15 blocks nor):h of the Capi.,are
likely caused by anthrax,"
said tol. Some 2,000 employees at the
~r~
·.
1i.fom Ridge, director of th~ federal Bre.ntwood facility and at an airff:>ffice of Homeland Security. U.S. mail-processing center near Bali·surgeon General David Satcher told timore/Washington International
"it does seem highly probable Airport are being tested.
that those two deaths were related to
· Officials were still trying to
inhalational anthrax." ·
understand how the workers beThe newest cases shifted the came infected. To succumb to a
bioterrorism scare to the nation's pulmonary anthrax infection, a
capital after a spate of cases had sur- person would have to inhale thoufaced in Florida and New York City sands of anthrax spores. The
news media offices, and iri a Tren- Daschle letter wa~ sealed, raising
ton, N.J., postal facility. One Wash- doubts that it was the only anington postal worker was diagnosed thrax-tainted letter to pass·
with a pulmonary anthrax infection through the Brentwood center.
Sunday, and a second on Monday.
"I don't think we can close the
Both remain hospitalized in serious door on the question: Are there
condition.
more packages?" said Michael
Health authorities in the District Powers, a research associate at the
of Columbia are watching nin<? other Washington-based Chemical and
people who are displaying symptoms Biological Arms Control Institute.
consistent with anthrax infection,
Congress prepared to return to
said Dr. ivan Walks, the capital city's its regular business Tuesday after
top health official. He said .he did· the Daschle letter prompted lawnot know how many had been hos- makers to close congressional ofpitalized.
fice buildings to allow crews to

BY JAMES KUHNHENN AND
KEVIN MURPHY •

fNN

.

.

''·

Soldiers try on respirator masks as they prepare to check the Hart Semite OffiCe Building on
Monday for anthrax. The building was evacuated last week after a letter containing the disease
was found in the mail for Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle.
·
·
scour offices and the Capitol for
traces of anthrax. Officials· found
evidence of anthrax spores in. four
Capitol locations. Congressional
office buildings will remain closed
Tuesday pending results from environmental tests.
Co-workers siud Monday that
one of the deceased workers, whom
officials and colleagues identified
as Thomas Morris; worked in a section of the Brentwood center that

bandied government mail. The
Daschle letter likely. would have
passed through that work. station.
The latest anthrax infection caused by inhaling the bacteria is the fourth confirmed case since·
anthrax infections began to appear
along the East Coast two and a half
weeks ago. Boca Raton, F~a., photo
editor Robert Stevens died of the
disease earlier this month. Before
that; there had been no cases in the

United States since 1978.
Six other anthrax·cases have
been in the form of cutaneous (skin)
infections, which are much easier
to cure.
The FBI said it was too soon to
link any of the new anthrax incidents to the earlier ones. More complete testing and investigation are
needed.

Alllericans try to understand hatred

'

.

·,

.
-!em that analysts said must be addressed as the United States battles
terrorism.
Foreign-policy critic John Pike'
said he was encouraged J:>y the Bush
administration's efforts to win support around the world, including
Arab countries, before U.S. and British forces struck back at terrorist
sites in Afghanistan.

ply don't get it." Why their land is
testers in Pakistan unfurl a banhated by some others, that is.
·
ner that read, "Americans, think!
Among Islamic extremis.ts,
Why does the whole world hate
In their time of grief, Americans you?"
"hate" is no overstatement. The late
wondered how in the world people
. No, the whole world does not
Ayatollah Khomeini labeled the
could say such things.
hate the United States, propaUnited States the "Great Satan" in
"Americans have had it coming ganda scholar Nancy Snow said.
part because Washington propped
for a Jong time," a Canadian told a But "there is a huge disconnect
up the rule of the Shah of Iran benewspaper in British Columbia in the way we view ourselves and
fore the Muslim fundamentalist
shortly after the Sept. 11 terrorist at- how others view us.
revolution of the 1970s.
tacks.
Only the most bloodthirsty of
"We are the symbol of all that
"The thug got beat up," a Mos- is big," said Snow, associate dioutsiders could rationalize the murcow metalworker told The Chicago rector of the Center for Commuders of 5,000 civilians. But it is unTribune.
derstandable that distrust and an
nications and Community at the
"Is it possible that the people of University of California at Los Anoften vague dislike of America exAmerica will some day realize that geles. "We are the big one, and
ists even among friendly neighbors.
(their) suffering is minuscule in pro- until Sept. J 1, we didn't think the
"This is a country whose power
portion to what the U.S. has inflicted big one could take big hits."
· throu·ghout the world is multididirectly and indirectly on others?"
That sense of invincibility mensional - militarily, economiasked a letter writer to a French news- some call it arrogance - is part
cally, culturally," Pike said. "This
paper.
of the problem for the last super-John Pike, is the country that landed men on
power standing after the Cold War.
GlobeSecurity.org the moon, the country that inSHOCK AND SURPRISE
·Military and economic triumphs
vented the Internet, the country
whose military encompasses a planhere have bred envy and scorn
etary empire.
Criticism of the United States is elsewhere.
Many non-Western cultures
"Over the last month, I've seen a
"Not only are we, in the eyes of
nothing new. But this brand of resentment . . .:. . . whispered even in overtaken by McDonald's restau- substantial reve.rsal in the way the some, the Great Satan, but this Safriendly nations, shouted in parts of rants, American movies and Nike U.S. has postured itself in the eyes tan lives longer than people in the
theArab world-served not only to shoes fret about "Westoxication" of the world,'' said Pike, of Third World. Our babies do not die
upset Americans. It took many by and an English-only "McWorld" GlobaJSecurity.org. "We can either at birth. We're enjoying a lifestyle
in the making.
be'abul\y ora leader. For now, we've closer to angels than to animals."
total surprise, experts say.
· Whether the griping is general . decided to lead."
Some experts see it as simple
We were aghast: How could radiIt took only two day~ after last resentment. "I think it's natural for
cal Muslims dance while thousands or specific - U.S. support for Isof innocents lay dead beneath the rael being one obvious sore point month's terrorist attacks for a col- some countries to reject what they
rubble of the World Trade Center?· in the Mideast - the criticism umnist with The London Guardian cannot have," Pike said. "Sour
How dare those anti-American pro- speaks to a universal image prob- to opine that most Americans "sim- grapes is human nature."

BY RICK MONTGOMERY
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

"\:\le can either be a

bully or a leader. For
now, we've decided to
lead."

.

A GIANT TARGET
U.S. victory in the Cold War
made the country a giant target for
grievances worldwide, said John
Hulsman of .the Heritage Foundation.
"The strongest nation is always
going to deal.with resentment," said
Hulsman, a research fellow at the
conservative think tank. "It was true
when Romans ran the world, when .
the Spanish ran the world and when
the British ran the world.
"When you're the biggest el-.
ephant in the china shop, you swish
your tail and you're going to break
some china even when you don't
intend to," he said.
Still, Hulsman said, A.mericans.
should take immense pride.
"For all the blundering we've
done, we did defeat Nazism, fascism
and communism. You add up all
those '-isms' and the millions of
people killed under them, I think
the world today is a fm: better place.
Given the options, I' II take the U.S.
anytime."

.THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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Thinking About
Law School?
· If.you or someone you know is considering a law school
education n~w or few years from .now, tp.eri. plan to.
attend· the Cincinnati .Metropolitan Law. School .Fair.
Approximately 50 law schools from across the country
along with LSAT test preparation representatives will be
available to answer your questions. You will also be able
to. receive catalogues, applications and . financial aid
information. It's one stop shopping! This event is FREE
and open to the public.

a

Cincinnati Metro Law School Fair
Saturday, October 27, 2001
10:30. a.m. to 2:30 p~m. ·
Cintas Center at Xavier University·
. Schiff Family Conference Center
1624 Herald Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45207
Parking available in designated Cohen Center Parking Lot
Questions: S13~556~6&_05
RSVP:
Not necessary, we'll see you there!

Event:
Date:
Time:
·Place:

Panel Discussions on:
Issues. ofImportance to Minority Students .......... ·noon
The ABC's ofApplying to Law School & the LSAT, .. . . 1 pm
Financing a Legal Education ... , ................ 2

pm

Financial Support Provided by the
Law School Admission Council
.0R6ANIZED BY THE OHIO LAW SCHOOLS

A Bright Future Is Smobe Free

.
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Calltbe
. XU Tobat,-co Risk Reduction Program
at 745:.S599
tor information about smoking or bow to quit
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

-NE\NS W'illE

>-Erin Nevius, Editor

---
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Alliance triumphs
'

'

Despite an untriendly city and because of anti-Alliance and· Com7 .
some prejudiced students, the · ing-out Week posters. Someone .who
XavierAUiance, our gay, straight, goes to ourHttle Catholic school took
lesbian, bisexual and trans gender Jt upon him or herself to defame this·
organization managed to provide . organization which has worked so
an interesting, Informative and hard to promote understanding and
entertaining Coming-out Week. · peace. This is inexcusable, and the
Last week's celebrations included hearts of The Newswire ·staff go out
theXavier Players' performance to the Alliance. We are nothing but
of"Laramie Project," about the re- proud of the efforts you have made
actions of the town where Mat- to make Xavier aware and respectful
thew Shepard was killed, a candle- of the gay .and. lesbian community.
light vigil for Shepard and a
Cincinnati has. chosen to remain
speech by .Judy Shepard, ignorant and uncaring about the
Matthew's mother. The Alliance rights of its gay and lesbian citizens,
has gon~ above and beyond the and. unfortunately· Xavier. has taken
duties of a mere club, providing the same road. Though a welcoming
education and inspiration for all statement was issued, all it really says
is gay and lesbians are allowed to ·atof Xavier~s students.
Cincinnati is not known for its tend Xavier, but the university will
open-minded policies regarding not protect their rights. In light of
gay and lesbian rights --:- in fact, ·these -anti-Alliance posters, isn't it
Cincinnati is the only city in the time to rethink this policy?
United States that has written into
Xavier can no longer remain amits official cha.rter a denial of bivalent about this issue. As a Jesuit
equal protection for some of its organization, we should be a leader
citizens.
,
·
in our city and take a stand on basic
. Article XII of the Cineinnati human rights for everyone.Wouldn't
charter states that not only will that be the Christian thing to do?
our fair city not pass info law any Wouldn't Jesus want us to care for all
protective legislature for gay, les- people, regardless of things like race,
bian, bisexual and transgerider creed or sexual preferences? .
citizens, they will not even hear
It's time for both Cincinnati and
any proposals on the subject. Ba- Xavier to open their eyes and pass
sically, what this means is that in rules and regulations protecting the
this city, gays and lesbians don't rights of all gay, lesbian, bisexual and
even have a chance o.f being transgender people. Follow the ex- .
treated equally under the law.
ample of the Allia'!ce and promote
Some of that· inflexibility· and · understanding and tolerance.
ignorance has managed to make
its way·from city ha_ll onto· our
own small campus. Last week, a
member ·of the· Xavier Alliance
had to go to the Campus Police
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Vote for change in Cincil)nati
· feel safe and confident in the way system. The children do not have
our city is governed in order to be the opportunity to change, they
Staff Writer
Having a voiee in your campus ' able to li~e in peace. No longer only accept what we put before
life is important for your education, . should we.doubt our city's govern- them. Therefore, it is necessary to
.
but having a voice in politica~ cam- ment,·' we. should be reassured
that vote for the rehabilitation of city
paigns for the city of Cincinnati .is they.are looking at the short run and schools as well to change the
key to your life here at Xavier Uni- long run benefits of this city. It is sch~ol atmosphere. School should
versity. In. two weeks, the nation not just what is happening now, but not be.~een as a daycare center, but
will participate in elections to elect what we want to happen four years rather an environment of knowlmayors, council members and ju~ from now. This is the time for revi~ edge and experience for students.
dicial courts for the next four years. talization. for. not only the city
This year we have to make our
This year Cincinnati will have an · physically, but the attitude of our . voices heard. The politics of this
important opportunity to change leaders and citizens. It goes beyond city do not lie in the mouths of the
"the city of unres.t" to the City of a physical' change, to a mental and working individuals only. We·are
emotional change of the people educated students' who have the ·oppeace and justice.
In order for thaf to happen, we here.
portunity to make a change for not
as students have to make our voice
Besides mayoral and city coun- only ourselves but also those who
heard .by voting for not the most cil, board members for the Cincin- · we see every day in Cincinnati.
popular but the most capable can- nati city schools are being elected. Make your voice known this year.
didate to revive the heart of, our We all knowtheCincinnati schools · It is. not the time for us to whisper
city.
need support, especially since:thci_se :. i'n olir dorms and homes about the
This year's voting will come af- 'kids will be stepping on to our carn- injustice of our city. It is the time
ter a historical year for the city of pu s in a matter of years. The to shout for a change in order to
Cincinnati. From the April riots to strength of the school board will make a difference and cause revithe acquittal of officer Stephen determine the outcome of tomorrow. talizatio~ to sweep through our
Roach and, just recently,. the ter- The knowledge lies in us as regis- city.
rorist acts .of Sept. 11, we need to tered voters to revitalize our sch'ool

LENA DAVIE

.· Anti-Alliance posters unacceptabl~
When I was· reading last week's How safe should they feel now?
issue of The Newswire, I was
At a time when awareness should
shocked and appalled when I read be at its height from Coming-out
the police notes. This might not be Week, after the Players' production
unusual, seeing as we Xavier kids of "Laramie Project," the candlefind bizarre and creative ways to light vigil for Matthew Shepard and
get ourselves into trouble, but this Mrs. Shepard coming to campus to
time I just wanted to cry.
·
speak, GLBT students' rights were
A member of the Xavier Alli- violated.
ance had to go to the Campus Po. ·lice because of posters hung in Alter Hall defaming the Alliance and
Coming-out Week. All I could
think of was how terrible that must
have felt, having worked so hard to bring education and understand. ing to this campus through forums,
events and booths on the mall. Af~
:
ter all that, how awful it must have
.felt to see such a horrible form of
discrimination right in your face.
I have been told that one. of the
How safe should they feel when
reasons sexual orientation has not their sense of security has been
been put into the non-discrimina- ripped out from underneath them?
tion clause is because gay, lesbian, Is it really that much to ask for babisexual and transgender (GLBT) sic human rights on this campus? I
students should already feel safe am told that hate crimes don't hapon our campus. l mean, they got a pen on this campus. We're all good,
welcome statement, didn't they? loving Christians, aren't we?
Well, let me pose this question:
I have two. requests for you, the

''It is more than
obvious gay students
are not adequately
protected on this
.,,
campus:··.

readers. One: Reconsider how ·
much we need to add sexual orien~
tation to the non-discrimination
clause. It is more than obvious gay
students are not adequately protected on this campus. Two: To
whomever put up those signs,
please realize how much hate
crimes negativelyaffect everyone
in a community.
I realize there is a difference between hanging up some posters
and taking a person's life, but it was
still a hate crime. Think of how you
affected the Alliance member who
had to find those posters.
I believe Elton John ;aid it best
in the song he wrote for Matthew
Shepard, the. martyred ·gay man:
"one life taken, two wasted." MatthewShepard's life was taken from
him, and the two boys who did it
wasted their lives through lack of
compassion and education. And
consider this: The day those posters were hung was the anniversary
of Matthew Shepard's death.
- Sarah Fallon
class of '03
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.What was.your best Halloween costume?
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Military action is. necessary · 'Vl~1tSn~e ttillifles · ·
;"_.'· ~: .: .. .. . ·:,

I am a peace-loving person.
While I understand Nevius' desire
for peace, I have to disagree with
her regarding her opinions on mili- ·
tary action in Afghanistan.
First-of all, the military is not
targeting Afghani citizens. They
are targeting Taliban establishments and military camps, and have
been successful The United States
has made it clear over and over
again, especially in numerous presidential addresses to the nation, that
we are not after Afghani .citizens
who had nothing to do with this at-.
tack. In fact, if you watched the
news the day the strikes began, you
would have seen innocent Afghani
citizens being quoted saying,
"Thank you, United States."
In addition, our military waited ·
a little less than a month after the
attacks to strik;e. The strikes began
on Oct. 7.
Second of all, I don't care how
. jealous anyone is of a country and
the freedoms of its people: no coun-.
try, group or individual is justified
by· that means or any other means
to carry out such an unwarranted,
horrific attack on innocent people
from as many as 80 countries. Other
people besides U.S. citizens died in
·
the Sept. 11 tragedy.
Thirdly, these fanaticfil religious
sects do. not truly believe they are
fighting a holy war. It is a convenient excuse. This excuse has been ·
discounted by the "true" members
of the Islam religion. Islam is a
peaceful religion, one that does not
justify this kind of violence through
worshipping Allah or any other god.
It has angered true practicing Muslims around the world that these fa-

natics used religfon as their excuse <lorn, equality, justice and the pursuit of happiness and dreams. ·
to carry out violence and evil.
The Taliban and their terrorist
Regarding hate. crimes against
Muslims, only a small group of ig~ networks and cells around the
norant individuals who classify world who are responsible for
anyone with darker skin.as ''Arab" these attacks are not interested in
participated in these attacks. This talking, negotiating or seeing·
was not the. majority of Americans. · things our way. They do not want
Americans of many different to coexist with us. They certainly
ethnicities condemned these hate don't want our help! They see.our
crimes, as did I.
freedom as a threat to their oppressive and domineering ways. They
want the rest of the free world out
of the pict~re, including the
United States. They want oppression, abuse, despair and evil. They
rejoice in it.
If the free world does not form a
coalition and take action 'to stop
this group from disseminating their
. evil, life as we know it now will be
forever lost. The time to stand up
and defend our freedom, and our·
very lives as a world community,
is now: This is not about just the
_United States, this is about the future oft.he free world.
:We· cannot wait and see, and we
. cannot negotiate. There is no room
Lastly, I use your own words to for fooling around. This was a brumake my final point. You state, tal attack on· all that we hold dear
"Arab countries are jealous of ·US.
and we must respond with the utBut think of what their lives are like most seriousness, confidence and
- wouldn't you be jealous?"
determination. Our fre~doms and
. Some people in Arab countries our lives. are at stake. I love my
are jealous of us. Some even hate country and I am 100 percent supus. They are frustrated about their portive of the efforts by the miliway of life. That is what this terror- taries partaking in this coalition to
ist attack. is all about. This is not defend us, our freedoms and our
just about the terrible acts of tak- futures. I pray God will protect
ing a couple of planes, killing thou- them, us here in the United States,
sands and knocking down promi- and our friends who cherish freenentAmerican landmarks. The ter- dom, goodness and peace around
rorists hate us because of what we the world.
are, as you said. We stand for free- Nancy Jacoby
graduate student

"This was a brutal
attack on all that we
hold dear and we
must respond with
the utmost
seriousness,
_confidence and
determination. " .

'Wlio wants to write for
'Ifie ?{f,wswire?
I tfo, I tfo!
Send your letters to opednewswire@hotmail.com.
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• violence. cif police against citi- the U:S. government will go to prozens, justified or not, could be mote ''peace." '
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Congrats,
Sr. Joan 5;b:antytown. broadens• perspectives .
'

Congratulations to Sr. J6an
Chittister for standing up for her
beliefs, encouraging others to do
the same and being an inspiration
to her students. ·
Congratulations to all prophets,
Jesus, Martin L~ther King and
Ghandi, who bring truth and lig_ht
through their words and actions;
who unrelentingly proclaim their.
message despite the resistance they
encounter.
Congratulations to Sr. Joan for
also having the boldness and determination to stand up for her beliefs and share her convictions and
faith with students all over the ·
world, despite those who oppose
her.
Congratulations to Sr. Joan for
inspiring me and affirming my
value as a woman, for helping me
to see· my worth and potential to
enrich the Catholic Church.
Congratulations to Sr. Joan for
not backing down in her mission
to broaden _the perspective of
Catholics and people of all faiths,
for helping others to see the equality and goodness inherent }n all
women ·and men. ·
Congratulations to Si:. Joan. for
being able to comprehend the
beauty and goodness of mariy world
religions and convey this tq her students.
Congratulations to Sr. Joan for
having the courage to challenge
social and political injustices and
encouraging others to affect change
and serve the community.
Congratulations to those who
recognize what a blessing and
privilege it is,to be taught by such
a phenomenal woman:

.

.

· IT\v,o y,ears ago I awoke from
rioHhe sound of rain as i nor.maJly· did'in r;ny dorm room, but
, from cold, damp feeling of rain
: OD'my body. :Soaked and uncom-.
' for~able, .I glanc~d around my
: stirroundings to find rows of card. board.boxes, skids and trashbags. ·

a

''By the same token,
I knet«' I would not
. forget the lesson I
received that night,
that-homelessness is a
reality for thousands.
ofpeople,, including
.
many in our own,.
. "· .
city.
·A few others around·me had
awoken. as well, and my eyes fell
upon one. man patiently explain~
ing how to propei:ly build a
shanty; "Youneedto lay the card~
board like this so that when· it
rains, the water falls to the outside, not on you," he explained:
l sat up'. and listened as .he
helped my friend rebuild. his
shanty. Clearly he could notforget a routine reality that had:been
a part of his life for a year. By the·
same token, I knew I would not
forget the lesson I r~ceived that
night, that homelessness is. a ~e~

- Trisha Rieskamp
·
class of '03

.

'

ality for .thousands of people, in~ phasized the importance of
Shantytown. '.'It.gives me hope," .
eluding many in. our own city.
he
said, "especi~lly when: l can
Next week's Shantytown events
enable Xavier students, facility and leave a Shantytown and:Say to
community -members to ))egin -'a myself, 'l may· have changed a
conversation \\ri~hpeople who are life today.'." .·
homeless, formerly homeless or
have dedicated. their lives to .alleviating homelessness; With the dia- ·
a
logue and· awareness . gained
through Shantytown, students will
be able to re"enter and enhance the
classroom with.personal'experiences and knowledge of the· faces
. of homelessness .
Each night _the .conversation will .
J
'"
center on a specific topic, includ- ·
ing racism and classism, the poli~
tics of homelessness, intematiomll
--Jimmy He~th
homelessness and wellness issues, . · - - - - - - - - - Shantytown works cooperatively
..
.
. . .
with niore than 30 .clubs and-'oi;ga- · .. ·Heath believes Shantytown is
nizations all dedfoated to this· con~. ·:no.t orily abo~t. homelessness',
versation.
but also abo,uf broadening' our.
·Molly Robertshaw, Shantytown . perspectives. Opening ourselves
treasurer, believes the ·Visual re- and allowing purselve~:l<l pe af~ ·
minder and presence of speakers on f~cted and educ~ted -_is ..yhat
campus in essential to the program. . Hea~lr believes 'is.an inspiring ef:· ·
"Students may nothave'tim~·ot foctofthe y;eek. · ,,
·
feel comfort,al:>le exploring ' ' ,1'be disc,ussion a11d:e((peri':homelessness .. issues/' she..ex~ .e11c~ isa W.\lYfor.~ll,peopJe to
·:plained.. ~'Bringing .the-ev~rtts; to ··oecio111e, inyqlve,d, irt a· s9cial ·
campus provides ~n .intro,duction protilem ~.ffectir;ig all ofus: even .
· and an opportunity to learn about iCwe haye .npt experienced:
an unfamiliar topic in a comfort~· homelessne.ss firsthand. "I.
able_ setting,"
·
. wouldn't wish ho~eles~ness on
· Jimmy Heath; a photographer ·anyone," said Heath. "Hopefully
whose photos will be·pn display in . next week will be as close as .
the.library next week, and a for- yoti'llevercome.' I don't.think
merly homeless citizen of Over-the- you need to. be homel~ss to emRhine, shared his perspective of . pathize with those who are, to
Shantytown ... He ·acknowledged· value h_umanJife.''
that understanding homelessness is ..
:.;.:_,Lea Minniti
impossible by sleeping i~ a box or ..
by .listening to a talk, buthe.em~·,
·.· ,
ptass~f'02
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DOC

TALK

Dear Doc,
... Do you call my parents or
teachers if I come upto the Health
Center?
Signed, Curious
Dear Curious,
No, as long as you 're 18 years of
age or older, they have no rrght to
.the information. Your health info'rc
mation is released to 'parents or
. teachers. only at your direction or
reques't.

"I can leave
Shanrytown :and say
Dear Doc,
to myself, T·may have . . I think my vision has changed
since starting school. i just had
changed a. life .
an eye exam in the spring, but late
· at night, my eyes hurt after read·
touay. .
ing for a long time. Wliat should
Ido?
Signed, Sightless

Dear Sightless, .
You may be experiencing fatigue of the eye muscles (strain) re-·
lated· to reading or use of the computer. See a physician for a further
evaluation. ·
Dear Doc,
. What are the most frequent reasons students come up to see you?
Signed, JustWondering
Dear Just Wondering,
. Colds or viral infections, sore
throats, urinary tract infections, sin us infections, cough, sprains,
asthma, mono, gastrointestinal
symp~oms, skin rash conditions,
anxiety or depression ..
Questions answered by D1:
James P. Konerman, medical
director of the Health and
Couseling Center. Questions for
Doc Talk can be dropped off at
the Health and Couseling Center
or emailed to
oped1~ewswire@hotmail.com.

Xavier
Action
Volunteer
·calendar
Are you looking for service .opportunities? .Xavier Action, the university's co1°-munity service
network, receives numerous requests for students to perform service every day. Check out The Xav~er
Newswire each week for information about volunteer opportunities. If interested in any of the
following service ·projects, you may contact the agencies directly or contact Xavier Action at 745-4343
or xaction@xu.edu for more information.
·
/ Weekend Seryice Program ~nt to"I
do a one-time worthwhile project?
XActjon's Weekend Program is the answer
for you. Sites are arranged in advance
and transportation is provided. This
Saturday we will be helping out the ·
Speech and Hearing Center again for a
few hours preparing a preschool craft
project. Free chocolate. chip cookies! Calf
Jill (924-5821) for more information.

Community Action Day is Nov. 3!
Mark your .calendars and get ready to have fun!~·
Free breakfast will be served at 9: 15 a. m. Student groups of812 will leave at 10 a. m. for different service sites. We will return
to campus around 12:45 p. m. for a free lunch. Everyth{ng is
provided for you - supplies, food, transportation and a. T-shirt.
This is a great way for groups and individuals to get in required
service hours. Ifyour'group is interested in participating
together, ~all XAction ASAP. Sign ups will be happeni!1g soon -.
look for us at th~ Cafe and in the Alter lobby.
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Security and Freedom
in Post~ Terrorist
America
If you have an opinion ori
this topic~

you could
w_in.upto

7·o·o
. :
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Enter the Crosstown Shouiout speech competition
and pityour oratory.skills against students at arch-rival- UC.
-Contestants will deliver an 8- to 1O'.'"minute speech on the topic.
Qualifying Round (XU students only), Monday, Nov. 19, at 2 p.m. Top
three qualifiers receive $200 each and a place in the final round.
Final Round (XU vs. UC), Wednesday, Dec. 5, at 4 p.m. First place
$500. Second place, $300. Third place, $100.

All full-time Xavier undergraduate
students are eligible to compete.

ICingular Wireless Stores I
Business Sales Office, (513) 588-3800
CINCINNATI (513) 347-2050'
DOWNTOWN (513) 651-9987•
EAST CINCINNATI (513) 528-6700'
FLORENCE, KY (859) 371-3444'
. FOREST PARK (513) 589-3240'
TRI COUNTY (513) 346-7720•
NOW OPEN
WOODLAWN (513) 782-2920

IAuthorized Agents I
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635-6655*
BLUE ASH Alpha Communications. (513) 792-9055
CINCINNATI Car Fone of Cincinnati, (513) 421-3663
COLERAIN Alpha Communications, (513) 923-9380
DELHI Alpha Communications, (513) 922-7166
DILLIONVALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791-3077
DRY RIDGE, KY Com-Tech, (859) 824-9191
EAST CINCINNATI
Competitive Communications {Newtown)
(513)271-1800

Executive Cellular, (513) 753-2200
FAIRFIELD Fairfield Cellular & Paging, (513) 860-2355
FIELDS ERTEL RD. Access Wireless, (513) 677-8980
GLENDALE Mai~elyWireless, (513) 772-9111

For more information, call
Randy Patnode at 745-2955,
or. stop by the Communication
Arts office, Schott 305.

Also available at these SEARS locations:
CINCINNATI. Eastgate Mall, (513) 943-1203*
Northgate Mall, (513) 741-1924*
, FLORENCE, KY
Florence Mall, (859) 647-7114*
SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513) 671·6790'
Also available at these Wal-Mart locations:
FIELDS ERTEL (513) 677-8825
FLORENCE, KY'(859) 282-8260
TYLERSVILLE (513) 755-7999
TRI COUNTY (513)671-1780.

HAMILTON.
All About Wireless, (513) 867-9191, (513) 894-3624
HARRISON Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202-0550
LEBANON Executive Cellular, (513) 934-2355
LOVELAND Executive Cellular, (513) 677-8800
MT. ORAB Executive Cellular, (937) 444-1122
NEWPORT, KY Airlink Wireless, (859) 291-5465
NORTH COLLEGE HILL
'
Airlink Wireless, (513) 521-3400
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513) 841-1300
OXFORD All About Wireless, (513) 523-3090
SY!'JIMS TWP. Alpha Communications, (513) 583-1000
WEST CHESTER Progressive Cellular, (513) 759-5500
Alpha Communications, (513) 755-1988
WESTERN HILLS.
.
Aftermarket Quality Accessories, (513) 598-2600

IAuthorized Retailers I
•opan Sunday

. With Activation

Hurry I

This great plione offer
Is only available
for a limited-time.
Downloadable
Rlngtones

.

NOKIA
CCIOO!CTINO i'EoPLE
5165

Mobile Messaging
and Chat

For jobs that rock, visit us at
www.cingular.com

~

cingular·M
WIRELESS

What Clo youfo~ve to say?~
1-866-CINGULAR

ForfrHcialivary,
cart 1-866·CINGULAR.

Service offor ovailable h>
now iind O)CisUng cuJ:tomars.

Phone prica and offer
mtJyvarybylocation. ·

Limited time otter. Credll approval and activation of service on 2-year" conlracl for ellglble Clngular calling plans
required. Oller cannot be combined wllh any special olfers. Early termination and acllvallon lees apply. Night and
weekend hours are Monday to Friday 10:01 pm to 5:59 am and all day Salurday and Sunday. Long distance charges
apply unless you have also chosen the long dislance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from
your Home Calling Area and terminating In tho U.S. Airtime charges apply to long distance calls. Wireless Internet
requires a WAP-enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and per minute usage charges
apply. Wireless lnlemet Is only available In selecl CingularWlreless service areas. Wireless Internal is not equivalent to
landline lnlemet. Third Party conlenl providers may Impose addltlonal charges. Reier to Wireless lnlernet brochure lor
additional details. Calls subject to laxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package
minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply lo calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime In
excess of any package mlnules will be charged at a per mlnule rale ol $.15 lo $.50. Dlgllal phone and ClngularWlreless
long dlslance are required. Airtime and olher measured usage are rounded up lo lhe nexl full minute at lhe end of each
call for billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period and are
forfelled. Rlngtones are available only on selecl phones and In select Clngular Wireless service areas. I\'
The charge lor Rlnglones Is Incurred one time, each time ou download a Rlngtone. Messagln service \~
. and user provided Internet access required for Ring tones. bptlonal features may be cancelled after Initial
~
term of Iha service contract. Olher condiUons and restricllons apply. See contract and store for details.
©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia. Connecllng People and the 5100 5erles phones are lrademarks of Nokia
.. ,..,,.,.
Corporation and/or ils affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say?" and Iha graphic Icon are
Service Marks of Clnguler Wireless LLC. ©2001 Clngular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
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.Teach.in·

li r
kids wm

Ill

I.

and

look up to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soar along with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.
Visit our website atwww.ca!teach.com or call toll-free, 1-888-CalTeach.

left ·coast. Right Job.SM

HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED THE
FIELD OF
CHIROPRACTIC?

20·0 East Roosevelt Road
Lombard, Illinois 60148-4583
www.nuhs.edu
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BRIEFS
>-Matt Mill~r. Editor .
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878
>-XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL.COM

Rifle wins again
XU freshman Hannah. Kerr
was the top iri.dividual in
Sunday's Ohio Va.lley. Coriference/GreatAmerican Rifle Conference Championship as she led.
Xavier to victory over six teams.
Kerr's aggregate total <?f
1,568 gave her the top individual
score in the match by 12 points.
.That total included Kerr tying the
smallbore school record for the
standing position wi.th a 393.
Junior Th"rine Karie posted
the match's highest air rifle score
with a 394. Kane shot an aggre~
gate score of 1,529 for the match.
Junior Joe Fitzgibbon, whose
record was tied by Kerr, contributed a 1,538 total score for the
Musketeers.
Xavier will host Tennessee
Tech Saturday in the Walsh Meinorial ·Ran¥e beginning at 9 a.m.

Atlantic-10
tourney moved
.The A-10 men's soccer tournament, originally scheduled for
Nov. 9-11 at Corcoran Field, has
been moved: It will now be
played at the Town & Country
Complex in Wilder, Ky. This was
the first time Xavier would host
the men's postseason tournament. Last year's women's soccer tournament was held at XU.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Musketeers. kickoff se.asons

Both tealns show o.ff newcqmers irtintrasquadgatnes ·
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor ·
T~e men's and women's basketball teams officially got their .·
seasons start.ed this past weekend
dul:ing separate :Musketeer Mad- .
ness events.
The. m.en began on Friday
night with an intrasquad scrimmage. The practiee was split into
three to-minute periods where the
teams were switched after each
one.
Senior center David West
played consistently· well, finishing the scrimmage with 28 points
to lead all players. He exhibited
an outside jump shot from the corners and even knocked down a
three-point basket. West looked
confident shooting from anywhere on the floor.
Sophomore guard Lionel
Chalmers looked ready to move
into the starting point guard positfon as he scored 11 points in each .
the second and third periods. He
also hooked up with freshman
Keith Jackson on a crowd-pleasing alley-oop late in the third.
Sophomore Romain Sato dunk~
Sophomore guard Romain . scrimmage Friday night.
Sato appeared to have improved·
The women's team held their first
during the summer and was no- open practice on Sunday afternoon.
ticeably more willing to drive the The scrimmage was divided into two
lane and not settle for an outside 20-minute halves in which the
shot. Sato's defense has also im- women scrimmaged the male pracproved from the past season.
tice players in the first half and th.en

Bead coach Melanie Balcomb
. split up the teams in the second half.·
With only 11 scholarship players,
fans got a good look at the Muskies'
. entire roster, with the exception of
freshman .Nikki Wells, who ap~
peared to tweak her knee near the ·
· ·end of the first half and did not ap- pear during the intrasquad.
. At halftime, in case you missed
· .· their show on Friday night, the ac~
robatic dunkers returned for an en.···· core perforrrianc.:e on Sunday. The.
··. women's crowd seemed equally
.dazzled by their high-flying feats.
· ."' This year's team will be extremely young with only one se. nior, Shavon Bell, on the roster and
only two players, juniors Amy
Waug~ arid Reeta Piipari, who
played for XU two years ago.
All three of these players are
guards, which should be a strength ·
of this year's team. These three
. guards all played well in the
. intrasquad game as Waugh and Bell
had eight points, while Piipari
dropped ih six .
The top n;turning post player,
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
dudng the team's intrasquad
sophomore Kate Kreager, looked
·
· ·
strong, leading all scorers with 12
held an intrasquad game in the sec- points. Classmate Aida Sarajlija
scored 11 points and freshman
ond.
. The male practice players edged Alexis Henderson put in nine
thewomen24-19inthefirsthalfas points as these two women will
the women struggled to score in- battle for time next to Kreager.
side and play ii1terior defense.

CC sweeps Stetso'n Invitational·
The women beat out their 11 op- eight competing teams.
ponents with other strong perforFreshmen Michael Doran
. The XU cross country teams · mances, such as senior Jennifer (27 :24 ), D.rew LaMaster (27 :29) and
continued their exceptional sea:. Andrassy's fourth place finish · Patrick Rischmann (27:36) were the
sons this past weekend as they ( 19:40), sophomore Molly Muskies' top three scorers over
dominated the Stetson University . Krumpelbeck's fifth place finish 8,000 meters.
Sophomore Matt Graham finInvitational, with each squad (19:54) _and freshman Jaime
ished
eighth in 27:56, while junior
Wyckoff's
.sixth
place
finish
(20:00).
claiming the team championships.
The
women's
final
regular
seaJosh
Masters
came in ninth at 28:03.
The race-time temperature was
son
record
stands.
at
96-6,
with
five
The
men's
team finished the·
in the mid-80s and conditions
invitational
victories.
regular
season
with
a record of 68were humid.
While
.the
women
were
winning
30.
Junior Kerry Hils (18:22) and
The cross country teams head to
sophomore Jennie Illig (19: 19) their fifth meet of the season, the
Philadelphia
this Saturday to run
men
captured
their
firsttitle
this
past
finished in first and second place;
weekend
in
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.
.
in.
the
Atlantic
I 0 C~ampionships.
respectively, over the 5,000 meter
The men won the invitational
·course. This marked the secorid ·
RUNNERS HONORED
consecutive race in which these with some great pack running as
For
their performances this past
they
picked
up
positions
five
two runners grabbed the top two
weekend,
Hils, LaMaster an·d
through
nine,
finishing
first
out
of
spots.

BY MATT MILLER

Swimming splits
with E. Illinois
The women swimming team
defeated Eastern Illinois by a
score of 71-51 in their first meet
of the season held at the
O'Connor Sports Center Pool.
The men suffered a narrow defeat to the Panthers with a score
of60-62.
The women captured first
place honors in nine out of the ·
14 events. The Musketeers were
led ~y freshman Kristy Ulrich,
who finished first in the 200 yard
butterfly and the 200 yard
backtstroke.
The 100 yard backstroke
record holder Molly Moeller
continued her dominance in that
event with a time a 1:01.92 while
her teammate Heather Greidanus
took.second place.
The Musketeer men placed·
first in eight out of 14 events in
the tough loss to Eastern Illinois.
Sophomore John Janszen led the
Musketeers with a first place finish in the 200 yard backstroke
and second place finishes in
both the 100 yard backstroke and
the 200 yard individual medley.
Senior Geoff Brown placed first
in the 200 yard freestyle and the
500 yard freestyle.
The Musketeers will return to
the pool on Friday, Nov. 2 as they .
travel to Louisville, Ky. to take
on U of L and Saint Louis University.

Sports Editor

x

GAME

On Tap

a~umAt.:llllltUll:Ullt\l',Q&llla,~1 :~U.'U.Uil~~l'.W.M~~U;M:i~~t.."f~..tUil!l\~llWt\~~:?fiUl'.Q~.~~oom'l.U

Wednesday, Oct. 24

·

•Women's Tennis at ITA
Championships
Friday, Oct. 26

•Women's Tennis at ITA
Ch.ampionships
•Men's soccer at Temple at
2:30 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs.
Temple at 6:30 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Rhode Island
at 7p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 27

•Rifle vs. Tennessee Tech
•Women's Tennis at ITA
Championships
•Men's and Women's Golf at
Precept Intercollegiate,
Clarkesville, Tenn.
· •Cross country at Atlantic 1O
Conference Championship,
Philadelphia, Pa.
•Volleyball vs. Massachusetts
at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 28

•Men's soccer at St. Joseph's at
lp.m.

. Wyckoff were all honored l?Y the
,Atlantic" 10 conference.
For her win by 57 seconds at
Stetson, Hils claimed her fifth Performer-of-the~Week Award. Her
teammate Wyckoff picked up her
second Rookie-of-the-Week award
·of the season after finishing sixth
at Daytona Beach.
Fellow freshman LaMaster
gained his second consecutive
Rookie-of-the-Week honor after
winning his second straight race.

•Women's socce.r vs. St.
Joseph's at 1 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 29
•Men's and Women's Golf at
Precept Invitational,
Clarkesville, Tenn.
Tuesday, Oct~ 30

•Volleyball at Duquesne at 6
p.m~

Home soccer gqmes take place
at Corcoran Field.
Home volleyballgames take
place at Cintas Center.
. Home games are in bold

of the
W'EEK
WOMEN'S SOCCER
VS ST. JOSEPH'S
Sunday, Oct. 28 at 1 p.m.
at Corcoran Field
On Sunday, the women's
soccer program wi II say
goodbye to seniors Megan
Hosty, Margaret Broe, Liz
Singer and Lauren Garber.
These four seniors have
played a significant part in
the success of the program
over the past four years. Come
and bid them a fond farewell
on Sunday afternoon.
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Women knock Off Dukes··' Boonies
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Sophomore Veith helps lead M~sketeers on three~game win streak, into,fifth place
. their only goal of the game at the
10: 15 mark. The Dukes enjoyed
their lead until the 32nd minute
The. .women's
soccer
team
took
.
.
two more steps in the right direction when Xavier scored the first of their
this past weekend winning both of three goals.
Senior Lauren .Garber took adtheir 1\'t1a~tic io matches. Xa~ier
has now won three consecutive A- vantage Of.a free kick from about 40
l 0 matches and improved their con- · yards out.. Gar\Jer's free kick tied the•
game at 1-1 and that's the way it ference record to 4-3.
The Musketeers took care of busi- stood at halftime;
Soph9rriore Tracy Veith put the
ness in Pittsburgh last Friday as they
dominated Duquesne in a 3-1 vic- Musketeers ahead for good when she
scored her game~winning gcia] in the
tory.
They then traveled little further 73rd minute. Veith's goal was aseast to do battle with st.·m)naventure sisted by junior Tricia Ruskowski's
·
on Sunday. Xavier was the. winner . long throw~in.
Senior Margaret Broe finished off
again, 3~2. in a match that wasn't
the scoring for the Musketeers with
decided until the final .minutes.
an
uti~ssisted goal a minute later 'at
After a relatively slow start to the
season in which the Muskies lost · the 74:30 rriark. ·
The win improved Xavier's
five of their first six games, things
record
to 5-7, 3-3.
appear to ·be coming together for
them. The two wins over the week-:·
XU.3, ST. BONAVENTURE 2
end moved Xavier to fifth place in
Xavier
made a visit to. St.
theA.:10 standings and they are feel- ·
Bonaventure
in search of
their third
ing confident as the conference tour'
.
A-10
victory
in
a
row.
The
Muskenament approaches.
teers were successful in-doing so as
XU 3, DUQUESNE 1
they knocked off the Boonies, 3~2.
The Musketeers began their two-. in a game that had a familiar face
game road trip at Duqu~sne last Fri- . playing the hero..
day and got things off to a good start
Xavier jumped out to a quick start
with a 3-1 victory.
when four sisters teamed up to score
Xavier fell behind early in the the first two goals. Sophomore
game 1~O when Duquesne scored Nicole Giesting scored just a minute
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

,

'

'

a

intothegameasshetookacross.~
second half just as the
ing pass from junior Katie Broe . Musketeers started the
and netted the first of Xavier's game.
three goals.
St.- Bonaventure. scored .
Five minutes later the goals in the 54th. and 59tb·'
Oiesting/Broe duo of a different minutes to knot the game
sort teamed up. Freshman~ Lauren at two goals apiece.
The two teams remai_neq
Giesting scored as she finshed off
a shot by Margaret Broe that hit tied for the rest
the ·sect.he crossbar and bounced out~
ond half. Just.as the game
> A,.10 WOMEN~S ·.·.· . appeared to be l1eading
SOCCE~ -STANDINGS.·
. into· overtime, Tracy Veith.
··
came through in-a big way.

of

•

.

.~;

Opyt9h: -.
Massachusetts·

Richrridna· : .
taxilvier
·s~lle~:>. '. .; ··'· ··

.7-0

ute~~t: ~~s it~a;t<~:f~~;~ .

7-0

time, Veith dribbled her .

:Sc-2 . way through the Bonnies.
. '. ,· .

5;:2 . defense and .knocked home .
4:..3 the game winner...

~~i~j~~n) '.37~-~ wi~~;·;'.hi': ::;dg!~:: .

""""'"'""°"om"""""

st.'.Jo'sepfi~s ,. '" ', i''2-3}2 :~r;~i~~~h ~~:i~::!o~:J ~~~~~:i~~:;a~a~=~~i:~~:~ ~~~~e
p~Qqt1esH¢ , '· · )··i~4-'2 the. unassiste_d game winner Muskie's won a pair of A-1 O games to
tern
le .
:' r . 5:..1 .in the 88th minute of the aid their jump in the standings. ' ... · P.............. ,
St.;Bonaventure:

Fordham:

1-6·

· ·. o~7

Broe was credited for the assisfon the play. It was the younger
Giesting's team leading seventh
goal and fifth in A-10 play.
Xavier took their 2-0 advantage into halftime.
. The Bonnies came out in the

contest.
The win moved Xavier's overall
record to 6-7 and their A- I 0 record
above .500 for the first time this
season at 4-3.

ning goals in both of the Musketeers victories this past weekend,
and is second on the team in goals
·
.
with three.

VEITH HONORED

Veith was named A-10 Playerof-the-Week for her previous week's
heroics. She scored the game-win-

Volleyball continues winning ways
Martin wins third Rookie-of-the-Week award as Muskies keep pace withA-10 leaders
BY ANDREW BROWN
Sports Writer

The volleyball tea.m stretched its
win streak to a season-high nine
matches with victories over Hofstra,
conference foe Fordham, and
Morehead State. The Musketeers
also improved their record to 17-2
and 7-2 in conference play.
XAVIER DEF FORDHAM

30-14, 30.;27; 30-32, _30-20.
The Musketeers fought off a
hard-charging Fordham squad 3-1 in
a highly competitive match played
on Friday. XU put together an overpowering fourth game in which it
scored 12 consecutive points to es-

Flag Football
Playoffs ....: First Round

D.A. Pit def. Team Furey
Beirut Cappers def. Exh. X
Juicio def. The Beasts .
Ten 2 One def. We Love
Novak
Top Gun def. Porkopolis
Keggers def. Team
Turnabout·

cape from the hmpestanding Rams · out-hitting Fordham .264.to .086. tin led the team in assists with 46.
(6-11, 1-8) with a victory.·
With the win, Xav.ier now holds a
Xavier outhit Hofstra .366 .to
Xavier was led by senior Sara . 13-0 all-time record against the .177. Defensively, the Musketeers
Bachus who.had six of h~r 20.kills Rams.
were led by 14 digs from Hampton
.
.
.·in the fourth game, including thr.e~
and 11 by Bachus as.well as three
· in a rally that took the score from
XAVIER DEF.HOFSTRA·
total blocks from Lang and Wygant.
12-12 to 25-13.
. 30-20,_ 30-23, 30~i5
For her performance, Martin.was
Senior Jill. Hampton added) 2
The Xavier volleyball team named A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week
kills for Xavier and .her 11 digs made· stretched its win streak to.a sea- , for the third time this season.
her one of four' Musketeers with .son-high eight matches wi~h a 3double-digit digs.
0 win.at Hofstra (10-7) on SunXAVIER DEF MOREHEAD ST•.
30-28, 30-2~, 30-27'
Juni~r Katey Wygantled Xavier . day afternoon ..
Last night the Muskies beat
with 17 digs while freshman Molly
The Musketeers had three
. Martin had 12 digs and senior players with double-digit kills, MSU in three games behind strong
play behind the three top seniors.
Amanda Lang had 10. Martin also including Bachus who le_d
Bachus and·Lang each had 17
added game-highs of 43 assists and players with 17. The senior duo
5 service aces.
of Lang and Hampton hit 12 and digs, while Hampton secured I 0.
XU overcame 21 service errors by 10 kills, respectively, while Mar- Hampton also notched l 5 kills

all

Semifinals

Wednesday, Oct. 24
5 p.m. UTEP vs. D.A. Pit
5 p.m. Beirut Cappers vs. Juicio
Thursday, Oct 25
5 p.m. Strange Brew vs. Ten 2
One
'
5· p.m. Top Gun vs. Keggers

Softball
TBA
No Glove, No Love vs. Team
·Anthony
Sluggos vs. No Glove/
Anthony winner

· -· · Ali flag football will be played at the new intramural fields. The
softball games will be played at Sherman Field. If you have any
questions, call the Recreational Sports office at 745-2856.

while Bachus scored 14.
Martin picked up 50 assists,
while also .notching 15 digs.

.•.

·;~A~lO'VOlLEYBALL

.;:\:.!::;::1:·~t~~'ri• ~~-~'-·., .· . ,.
- .· ...<·.··
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a..t

Rhode.Island
o~}'t~h~--

': . .

Xclvier· ·

·:: ;·.··.

Temple;

·Duq~~s11e •....

Mass~chusetts

G; Washin,gton··:·'
Fordhanl' ·
LaSalle·

,7;;.2
6~

5::4
·4'6.
. 3;;.5.
:1.:.9
0-10

Basketball, Volleyball and Floor Hockey
Registration is open for all sports until Oct. 30 at 7 p.m. The
captain' s meeting will be Nov. 1 at-9 p.m. in the Sports Center
lobby. All games will be played at the O'Connor Sports Center. ·
Equipment will be provided for particpants. A $20 forfeit fee is
required to enter. This fee will be collected at the captain's
meeting. Any team· not paying their forfeit fee at this time will
not be guaranteed a spot in any league.

.•

.~,

.. .
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Muskies.·erupt.for· six •. goals.·.
Crouch,. Linburg lead Muskies to rout over St. Sonaventure
·ev MATT MILLER.
Sports Editor ..

The XU men's ·soccer team
played two Of its bestmatches of
the seaso.n this past weekend, but
only came away with one win to
-- show for their effort.

. DUQUESNE 2, XAVIER 0
Incredibly, this match was prob~
ably their best of the season,up to _
that point as the Muskies dominated
the offensive end in. outshooting
DUll-3.
Unfortunately for XU, the Dukes·
scored on two of their three shots,
and the Muskies: failed to find the
back of the net on any of their 11
.attempts.
Duquesne 's D·avid Gingrich.
scored both goals for the Pukes,
who improved to 3-3 in.the Atlantic 10, while dropping XU to 1-5 in
conference play..
Gingrich scored a breakaway
goal in the 33rd minute ahd then
headed in a score just over 12 minutes into the second half.
The Muskies were blanked for
the eighth time this season.

NEWsWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT

Senior Andy Crouch scored two goals during ~he Muskies' 6-1
victory over SBU. With the win, XU's record stands at 4-10-1.
XAVIER 6, ST. BONAVENTURE 1
The Muskies refused to get
down on themselves after a tough
loss on Friday as they returned to
Corcoran Field on Sunday and

pounded the awestruck Bonni es.
Th.e teams battled to a 1-1 tie at
halftime after senior Dan Limburg
scored his second goal of the season off an assist from fellow senior

Alex Sqbick at the 7:40 mark.
Three minutes later, SBU knotted
the score at one and the rest of the
half wa~ scoreless.
The second half did not follow
a similar path to. the first; though.
Seven minutes into the half, senior
Sam Fiore headed in a pass from
classmate Rob. Bakker to give the
Muskies a one-goal advantage.
Less than four minutes later, XU
struck again as freshman Tiest
Soiidaal served up a corner kick
which Limburg headed to senior
Andy Crouch, who headed in his
first goal oftbe season.
After waiting until the 15th ·
·game of the season to get h_is first .
goal, Crquch 'only waited two more
minutes to pick up his second goal
ofthe season. He again hooked up
with Sondaal, this time converting
off the freshman's free kick.
Bakker added goal off a penalty kick at the 24:09 mark, and .
then assisted on Limburg's second
goal of the afternoon, a header off a
corner kick.
The Musketeers outshot their
opponent for the secon.d straight
- game, this time by an 18-5 count.

a

The six XU goals werethe most
for the Muskies sirice they shutout
St. Joseph's 6-0 on Oct. 15, '2000.
Xavier travels to Philadelphia
this weekend for a couple of conference matches with Temple and
St. Joe's.
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Men's tennis remains unbeaten
Tennis teams wind down strong fall with
BY ABBY LEE
Sports Writer

The men~s and women's tennis
teams have both had successful seasons thus far. The men's team went
into last Wednesday's ·match
against Wright State University 20 on the season. The women's team
has dominated every invitational
in wh.ich they have played.
Last week, both teams were looking to continue their success going
into the final weeks of the fall session.
The XU men 'steam was not·disappointed last. week as they overpowered Wright State in a 5~2 win,
bringing them to 3-0 on the season.
Last week's A-10 Performer-ofthe-Week, sophomore Ryan Potts,
continued his impressive play by
defeating Wright State's Jim
Grombacher, 6-3, 4-6, 6-0.
This week'sA-10 Player-of-theWeek, junior Brent Lehring, had a
big win over WSU's Kevin Te~fel,
6-4, 6-4. Freshman Justin Yeager,
who was named A-10 Rookie-ofthe-Week, also played a solid
match. After losing the -first set, 57, he defeated Scott Hayden 6-1, 7-

5.
Senior co-captain Aaron Bauer
also won his match over Joey
Tucker, 6-4, 6-3.
In doubles, junior transfer Matt
Thinnes and Lehring impressively
defeated Grombacher and Chad
Camper, 8-3. Yeager and junior
Scott Triplett won their match over
Hayden and Teufel, 8-6.
The men's te.am will try to go 40 on the season on Tuesday when
they host NKU at 3 p.m. ·

seasotr~ending

They will head up to Michigan UC; 6~3, 6-1 and then lost to
State for the ITA Championships Wisconsin's Linde Mues who went
.
on Nov. 1. Senior co-captain Danny on to play in the finals.
The
other
freshman
standout,
Sturdevan will represer:it XU in
singles. He and Bauer will play Stephanie Bauer, reached the
singles semi-finals of the Flight A
doubles for the team as well.
consolation
until she lost to
The· women's team spent the
Cynthia
Oulevay
from Tennessee·
weekend at the Louisville Invitational. This was the largest invita- Chattanooga, 6-4, 7-5.
Despite the loss, Bauer played
tional the team has partic!pated in
this seasori, so far. ·
. well all weekend. She has had a very
· Thirteen other universities were prosperous season thus far, playing
represented in the tournament, in- solid singles and doubles for the
cluding such teams as UC, Eastern tem;n. "I think it's gone really well
Michigan, Wisconsin, Tennessee- so far. We have high expectations
Chattanooga, Charlotte and South- as a team;". Bauer said.
In doubles, Clary and Bauer
ern 111inois-Edwardsville.
This was the first invitational dominated UC's team of Corneillo
this session the Lady Muskies did and Reyes, 8-1,_before succumbing
not win a flight. But assistant coach in a close 8-6 match to the team of
Eric Toth traveled with the team Blanco and Ochoa from Southern
and was still pleased with the re- 111inois-Edwardsville that.ended up
in the finals. It was the freshmen
sults.
"This was by far the toughest team's first lost as a doubles team.
tournament, but we ·did well even
.· Despite not winning any flights,
if we didn't win any flights," he Toth was still impressed· with the
team and their morale. "The whole .
said.
Juniors Lindsay Dressman and team is really more than what Jim ·
Katy Wiles won their _consolation [Brockhoff] and I expected. I think
flight in doubles against Indiana we're better now than we were two
weeks ago. The team unity in both
State's Snipes and Wooten, 8-4.
The team of sophomore Kate teams iS fantastic, the kids are so ·
Weightman and senior co-captain much fun to be around," he said.
. Bauer agreed~ "It's a lot of fun
Emily Senich had a good showing
in doubles. They defeated teams for everyone. We're all supportive
from Eastern Kentucky and Toledo of each other. We want to win as a
before they lost to Cincinnati's team," she said.
On Thursday, Clary and Bauer
number one doubles team.
This was Weightman and will represent Xavier in regionals
Senich 's best weekend as a doubles competition in doubles at the Uniteam in the fall. "I was really happy versity of Wisconsin. Concerning
with the way they played together," the great success the duo has had,
Bauer believes there are several facToth said.
Outstanding freshman Lauren tors. "It's not only on the court, but
Clary defeated Jen Capuzzi from we get along off the court as well.

We have similar games," she said.
Despite both of their outstanding records, Clary and Bauer have
to qualify for the singles rounds.
· Toth has nothing but faith in the
two.freshmen, who have repeatedly

tournaments

proven their impressive skills this
season. "The competition will pick
up in this coming tournament, but
they can compete with anybody,"
he claimed.

Want to be a WWF
guest manager?
The Newswire wants to send an XU

student to WWF's Smackdown at
Firstar Center on Oct. 30. Send an
ema,il to:
xusports@hotmail.com
telling us what makes you a huge
wrestling fan and we'll pick the
biggest fan and award them two
tickets to the show where the winner
will perform the duties of a guest
· manager during a tag team match.
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Great Job Oppo_rtunities!!

W"nt{o

iM'j)r"e'S'S Your
~ulu~·e. bo~<S?

· Hiring

;,;,ilem. Part·Time NOW and Fu//.Time During Summer Breaks
GBEAT .E!AXII ·
&

· Flexible Hours &

We o'ffer 10-40+ hours/week ·
· . Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

·

. November 5, 2001 ·
· ·s:30·p~m. -sjo p:m.
.Cintas Center Banquet Room # 1

$6.50 ->$12.00+ /H~ur

North Location 513-851-4040
South· .Location 859-441-1700
Great Part-Time Hours Available!! Work
Around "Your School Schedule with
Morning I Afternoon and Weekend Hours.
~all .Today II-

Tic,kets.are $15.00 ~nd.are available inthe CCLD officein the
·
· O'Connor Sports Center
Questions??? . 745~3141 or 745-3662.

by

·

*The ev6nt is sponsored Center for Career and Leadership '
·Development and the Williams College of Busine8s ·

No Experience Necessary. Train in one !@UfN. during school a~d.worlf In another
during summer break. We offer Scbedufe Elex/bilitv. Start trammg ti!1!!t.

Schedule an.Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!

www.homecityice.. com
<
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reliable :111~duals with
. good communication
sl<ills to help establish
points' of d1stributiQn
. throughout Greater
Cincinnati area. Flexible
hours and good pay.
Send _inquiries to

$$$$$ EARN CASH FOR SEMESTER $$$$$ ·
Work Sunday or Friday
$9.00 I Hr. +Attendance Bonus
General labor work at Greater Cincinnati Airport.
Will train.

humanresources@
snitch.com .

Call CBS Companies today!!!
Florence (859) 371-5558

Downing Scholarship·
for Xavier business students

IN

THE

HEART

OF:

CHICAGO

T

he John Marshall Law School prides itself on. a rich 102-year
history of diversity, innovation and opportumty. Learn
about our programs and specialties during our visit to X:avier
University, including:
·
•
•
•
·•

Intellectual Property
Information Technology
Legal Writing
Tr~~l Advocacy

• Emp_loyee Benefits
• January Admission
(De4ember LSAT accepted)

• Joi*t
J.D./LL.M. Prpgrams
...

-

'

"Cincinnati Metro. Law Fair";;Saturday, Oct. 27
10:30

THE

a.m~

to 2:_30

80

PLYMOUTH COURT, CHICAGO,

0. 4 9 7. 3 2 9 9

To be eligible for the Downing Scholarship,
you must:
• be a business student
• be a junior (55+ hours)
• have 3 semesters remaining at Xavier
• be a student in good standing, 2. 000 GPA or
·.above

p.m.

JOHN MARSHA.LL LAW SCHOOL®
315 SOUTH

• Receiye a scholarship of $2,000 per semester for
three semesters
• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Team up with a business mentor

IL 60604

WWW.JMLS.EDU/UNDERGRAD

For an application or more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stock.well, Williams College of Business
WCB Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131
Deadline for applications is November 5.
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8 bars, 4.5 hours, 3 editOrs, l goal
COUNTRY MUSIC; MULLETS AND REBEL FLAGS- SO MUCH TO SEE ON THE NORWOOD PUB CRAWL
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER, BRIAN
. FAUST AND ERIN NEVIUS

Country music ruled the jukebox here, but the clientel seemed ·
Adventurous Editors
to consist of an unusual amount of
The Xavier University depart. Ahhh; of all the traditions .in- college kids. As it turns out, there
ment of art presents .its annual Stuvolved with being Musketeer, the was another group of Muskies on
'dent Art Show in the c·ohen Art
Norwood Pub Crawl is unquestion- their own pub crawl. ·
.
.Gallery, with selected works from
ably the most drunken~ Last Friday,
Now we've all heard of neer sestudents of all disciplines. The
three Newswirians got ambitious Jections that go against the grain,
show will be operi until Friday, Oct.
and decided to conquer all eight but Tropical took the prize for
27.
bars that mak~ up the "Norwood "Most Punk Beer." Mike 9rdered a
Mile:• This is their story ...
Miller Light and got it in a can
Bar#!: Sorento's
-(that's right, a can) for a buck and
We arrived at Sorento's with full some change. The v_ast selection of
stoma~hs and fierce ambition.
beer on tap consisted of Hudy DeThe Know Theatre-Tribe.pre- Sqrento's actually is more of a res- light and Miller High Life. Erin got
sents "The History of Bowling," taurant famous for its pizza. But it a High Life for$ i .40. Feeling like
has a bar and is_ in. Norwood; so it party-goers with cans in our hands,
Oct. 26-27 at 8 p.m.
we quickly finished and left.
Written by Mike Ervin and di- qualifies~
of
beers
and
Bar #4: Dew Drop
round
.
We
ordered
a
rected by Xavier alum Jay
'took
in
the
atmosphere,
which
was
"Dude,
I don't wanna go in
Kafagayan, this comedy center~ on
by
far
the
best
part.
There
was
here,"
stated
Brian as we apa 30:-something quadriplegic going
enough
sports
memorobillia
to
fill
proached
the
shady
little dive, 'I
to college.
.
a
sports
hall
of
fame.
..
hav_e
·earrings
they'll
want to
'ifickets are $10 general admis_me
up."
Had
our
stomachs
still
needed
beat
sion;
Despite our preconceived noFor questions or reservations, dinner, Sorento's would have been
a
perfect
way
to
start
the
crawl.
Note
tions,
Dew Drop was our favorite
call 871-1429.
to self:. Commence the next pub bar on the_ crawl. We entered into a
crawl with pizza and ·beer at low-lit, smdky ·little dive and took
Sorento's. We finished-up .and seats at the end of the bar.
.· . ..
.
Beer, was cheap - one buck for
moved on•
· Bar #2: Highland Bar & Grill . draft (the hot dogs were more exDon'tTellAn~a
"The Highlands" stands out as pensive at $1.25). We ordered a
SAC is sponsoring. an evening the most upscale bar we visited couple rounds and took in the surof karaoke and improvisa~ional during our Norwood adventure. roundings. The jukebox played a
The. service was quick and, after steady selection of country with.
comedy.
Friday, Oct. 26, from 6-9:30 p.m. producing our legal IDs, we wen~ some Creed mixed in for variety.
there will be karaoke. From 9:30- invited to chose from the biggest When the music was especially
i op.m. the cast of Don't TeirAnna selection of beer on tap you can rockin,' we were privy to dancing,
bearded bikers. When the country
will have their own karaoke ses- . find on Montgomery Road.
However, despite the ample was mellow, we were witness to
sion. Rounding off the night, starting at 10 p.m., Don't Tell Anna room and quiet atmosphere, ·there slow-dancing couples making out
were only three or four patrons at by the pool tables. It was a happy
takes the stage.
There will also be prizes for the the bar. One of them, dressed as an bar where everyone (~ostly older
following categories: "Best authe~tic Civil War ~olider - and Norwood residents) seemed to
· Dressed," ''Be'st Overall Perfor- this is not poetic liqen,se.-c-.offered . know each other. Note. to males:·
mance," "Most Comicai:•··and to buy us'.a rouna of driiiks>We, TheDew Drop also hosts the"tallpolitely declined arid hastily s~a"r.· · est broken urinal in. the world."
"Thanks for Trying."
Admission is free. for more in~ , lowed the rest ofour beers.Tm sure Check it out, it's worth the effort.
he. was trying to be nice, but the
Bar #5: Centre City Pub
formation, call 745-3534.
200 year-old uniform sort of threw
Centre City Pub was by far the
us off. nicest -of the bars on Montgomery
Bar #3: Tropical
Road,.blit it was almost vacant. It
From the upscale regfons of · was well-lit with pool tables and
North Montgomery, we ventured ample seating. Oh, and there .was a
SAC and SGA are sponsoring a into the heart of Norwood - be~ big dog too, but it didn't seem to
trip to see "Rent" at the Aronoff ginning with Tropfoal.
care about our attempts to pet it. Center on Wednesday, Oct. 31 at 8
p.m.
Tickets have been reduced to
$15. There are limited tickets and
bus seats available. There is a limit
of one ticket per All Card, with a
limit of two All Cards per person.
Tickets go on sale at the
Nieporte Lounge on Oct. 29 from
1-3 p.m., Oct. 30 from noon-4 p.m.
and Oct. 31 from 1-4 p.m. ·
Buses will leave from Buenger
The contenders: Diversions hotshot Brian, Op-Ed princess Erin, and
Circle at 7:15 p.m.

Student Art Show

F E A .T U R

a

History of BoW'ling .

a

·

Rent

poses alongtheir journey.

.. _

.
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Brian enjoys mullets and girls dancing on bars at Souj:>ies' Bar
and Grill located in Norwood Plaza. This is· where we saw the - ·
night's most memorable T~shirt ...:_"If you dciri't like my flag, you
can kis~ my rebel ass:'
·
Bar#6: Soupie's
because she was only carrying·one
After paying ·a pesky $3 cover · form ofID, but once that hurdle was
charge (the only cover charge of qrossed there was no stopping us.
the night), we pushed through the
This bar felt the most like a
crowds to the bar at Soupie's.
Xavier hangout of anywhere we had
Soupie's can best be described . been. The atmosphere was.laid
as an on-going party. It seemec;I like ·. back and coinfortabie, and there·
everyone was hammered. The werejusttherightamountofpeople
crowd seemed to be half Norwood there to make it seem happening
. but not crowded. ·
and half Xavier.
.If our descriptions have started
Set against an appropriate backdrop of a blaring live band; women to get a little shorter, there's a good .
danced on the bar, people laughed, . .reason for that. Right about ·no.w
talked .and hit 'on each-other (Both our finely~honed news skills
Mike and Brian-whom Mike in- started to suffer a little from 'the
troduced as another Mike-,- were massive amounts of beer. Butnever
hit on by two older ladies).
fear, we made it to our intended
Beer was only a buck; blltthe . destination and in fact, to our home
size of the cup left something to. be·.. away from ·home. ·
Bar #8 Dana's ,
desired.
Ah, Dana's. What can we say?
. Bar #7: The Woods
Erin had some problems mak- · Who cares if it's not in Norwood or
ing it into this fine establishment even on Montgomery Road, how
could we resist? At approximately .
1 a.rn. we crawled into Dana's, tired, .
smiling and having com'pletely accom.plished the goal of the evening.
Without a doubt, Dana's is the
. official bar of Xavier 1Jniversi ty. As
late an hour as it was the place was
full of people, the jukebox was blaring and the beer was flowing like
wine. We sat at a table, ordered ourselves a pitcher and relaxed. We
had walked the "Norwood Mile"
Diversions guru Mike in various in the name of journalism ..

·

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on·or before Oct. 23 ...
Aphex Twin, Drukqs (Sire) ... Toni Braxton, Snowflakes (Arista) ...
Bush, Golden State (Atlantic) ... C-Murder, C-P-3.com (Priority) ... Harry
Connick, Jr., _30's (Co!umbia) ... The Cranberries, Wake Up and Smell
the Coffee (MCA) ... DMX, The Great Depression (Def Jam):.. Enigma,
LSD- Love Sensuality Devotion (Virgin) ... Incubus, Morning View (Epic)
... MEST, Destintation Unknown (Maverick) ... Petey Pablo, Diary of a
Sinner: 1st Entry (Jive) ... Erick Sermon, The Sermon (J Records)
... all dates are tentative.
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Wednesday, Oct. 24
Sum41
w/ GOB and Unwritten Law
@Bogart's
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Saturday, Oct; 27
. P.O.D.
w/ Fenix TX and Blindside
@Bogart's

Thursday, Oct. 25

Tuesday, Oct. 27

Jim Breuer
@Bogart's

Uncle Kracker
@ Main Street District
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'From·Hell',yeah,.that's right, from hell
THIS CiORY RETELLING OF JACK THE RIPeER LEAVES LITTLE FOR. AUDIENCES TO SINK THEIRTEETH INTO
"

inspector assigned to the Ripper. his job keeps audiences at a disBY MIKE KOHLBECKER
D,iversions Editor
ease. "From Hell'' tells his story_ of · tance. ·Then there is Graham, who
. Jack the Ripper is an interesting chasing down the serial killer by is hardly her usual charming self. It
piece of history ~·it's· a wonder befrien~ing and falling in love with doesn't help~hat her perfect smile .
why more major motion pictures 1 a prostitute named Mary Kelly and figure ~ake her the most un.
likely prostitute of 1888 England.
· haven't been made about the serial (Graharri). ·
ki1ler; ''.From Hell," featuring
•· So, we turn to· the story. It cerViewers should be aware that
Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. this telling of the Jack the Ripper tainly is an intriguing story that is
· attempts to· take oil. the legend ii1 _story is based on factual characters, very capable of sinking its· meat
but wildly hooks into an audience. But the
an extremely.
speculated ru- telling, like the actors, is too l')leldark and gory
manner.
m ors
and low for the nature of the story. The
th e o r i e s ·death scenes are sometimes antiFrom a· historical s_tand'the climactic. The ultimate trag~dy is
abou t
case.
point, Jack the
when the identity of Jack the RipRipper was a se"From per is revealed. It does not happen .
Hell" is a dark in a· brilliant
revelation
or an excitrial killer circa
.
.
and morbid . ing chase. He is revealed in a con1888 who viotelling of the versation. Boo:
lently mutilated
All iri ali, "From .flell" is good,
tale.
The
English prostitutes by removproblem is but not as gripping as hoped - it
ing select pieces
. that it simply is mired in riediocrit~ .
isn't gripping
A note about the death scenes:
of their rep!o.
·enough for ~hile sometimes anti-climactic,
ductive organs.
He was ~ever captured, which has such a horrifying story.
there is no shortage on gore. Prelead to the wild speculation of
"Unlively" is an appropriate pare to test the strength of your
manx as to who the ki11er rea11y was word· for · the cast. It's stomach.
and what drove him to commit such undertstandable that the characters
Despite its. shortcomings, one
in this morbid tale are more sub- thing that must he recognized
horrendous crimes.
One such theory involves a scan- dued, but the performances just about "From He11" is the visuals.
dal, withJack the Ripper being the aren't able to sink their teeth into The colors, especially heavy use
. cover-up. This is the basis for "From the audience. The main character, of crimson red, are briliantly used.
Hell," which is adapted from the Depp's Inspector Aveline, is a life- This combined with the filthy late
novel and comic book.
less drug addicted. character. His 1880 streets adds a definite creepy
Inspector Aveline (Depp) was the lack of expression and passion for

a
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'Gypsy' comes up roses

PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY FOX

Jack the Ripper flees one of his victims.

film.

feel to the
The scene was set for a great tell-.
ing of the Ripper story. Too bad it
didn't deliver;

THEATER

~History

PREVIEW

of Bowling'

KNOW THEATRE CLOSES THE SEASON IN STYLE

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK DAZZLES WITH A FAMOUS LEAD
. BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Contributing Writer

tertainment. The tantalizing trio dazzle
TheStory .
Baby June and her sister Louise · and. actually someare destined. to become stars, at times light up in this ·
least in the eyes of their mother, the particular piece.
incomparable Mama Rose,, But
T~e Set. John
when June escapes the act to find Ezell creates a perfect
family happiness of her own, all of set collage of the age
Rose's attentions turn toward the and the play's story.
sliy and uncertain Louise, and her It triggers a memory
dreams of vaudeville stardom of.theater that the auquickly become blurred by the new dience has never seen
and that lives only in
realities of burlesque.
The Good
our imaginations.
The Bad
Pamela Myers. The Cincinnati
·· The musical stays
native who went from the Queen
·City to Broadway and back. She on the "family valplays Mama Rose with incredible ues" side of the track.
presence and charm. Myers is a treat Three quarters of the
play
focus
on
to watch and hear.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
The music. How can you go. Louise's (Joan Hess) Cincinnati native Pam Myers returns
wrong with composer Jule Styne childhood with her from Broadway.
and lyricist Stephen Sondheim? mother and hurdles
Classic tunes such .as "Let Me En- over the more adult burlesque parts Playhouse in the Park production,
tertain You" and "Everything's of her life. In a musical moment, thanks to Victoria Bussert, is
Co1.11ing up Roses" are delivered Louise goes from young lady to bleached to a. b~ight family producwith memorable
raunchy strip- tion.
style and grace.
per. Also, in the
The Buzz
The number
final scenes of
Playhouse in the Park once
"You Gotta Get
Act 2, Louise again brings Broadway-scale glory
a Gimmick"
does not ooze to the Queen City. "Gypsy" is a
shines
with
the the surging grand musical worth experiencing '
Tessie (Rebecca
sexiness that is for the star (Myers) and the songs.
S p e n c e r )-,
Gypsy Rose
M a z e p p a
Lee's real claim
( K a t h 1e e n
to fame. Many
France) and
of
Stephen
Electra (Carol
Sondheim's muSchulberg) showing •Louise the ·, sicals tend to have an adult mindset
curves and tricks of burlesque en- in their humor and situations. The

BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
DiversionsBditor
Know Theatre Tribe is closing
out its 2001' season in style with
"The History of Bowling."
The play is a con:iic tale that centers on Chuck, a 30-something
tjuadriplegic who, after :years of
procrastination, finally gathers the
courage to attend college. He soon
falls in love with a quirky, feisty
and epiletic young woman.
"The play gives people with
diabilites teeth," stated director Jay
Kalagayan, "And. pokes fun at
people who ~coddle' the disabled.
There's not much in the play that is

politically correct, 'History' relies
on brutal. yet amusing honesty."
. Managing director 'Melissa .
Urriquia comments, 'The History of
Bo-.yling' focuses on an unrecognized and undervalued minority,
the disabled, .but shows them as·
people.''
· . Like all.Know Theatre Productions, this one is sure to be a crowd
pleaser.
"The History of Bowling" has
its final run this weekend, Oct. 2627 at 8 p.m. at Gabriel's Corner. For
tickets or more information, call
871-1429. They can be reached on
the Web at www.knowtheatre.com.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE KNOW THEATRE TRIBE

One of the mor~ comical scenes from 'History of Bowling:
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. wh_ich is sure to get some bodies
tal attack at that). However, the
moving in the pit.
background to this song is a bit
"Yoµth of a Nation," track four,
odd. With
harpsichord and
·is
a
narra,tive from the point of view
muted guitar licks, .Josey Scott
of
a
high school student, recountbabbles in the background to the
ing
the
horrors of school violence:
melody of "Fame." In. a White
·
While
one might think the sub~
Zombie-ish,· devil scream, Scott
ject
and,
possibly,
theschool"chilinterjects to weave into Jay's
dren
chorus
in
the
background are
. rhymes. Definitely a departure from
'hokey,
I
found
it
to
be the perfect
a typical hip-hop product.
baiance
of
grandeur
and melody.
· . Do not despair, thqugh. The
The
rest
of
the
disc
covers much
majority ofthe tracks mi this disc
P.O.D.
ground:
from
"Ridiculous,"
with its
could potentially be chart busters.
Satellite
strong
r~ggae
beats,
to
"Without
The· Blueprint
·With a production list including
(Atlantic)
Jah, Nothin "' which ·as a fast punk
(DefJam)
Trackmasters,. Tinibaland, Kayne
song, to ''.Thinking About Forever,"
West and even Eminem, Jay has a
a dreamy poem· set to an Incubusdefinitive collection of club hits on
esque
background. ·
this disc. "Jigga thatN****," "Hola
Non-wuss,faith-based
P.O.D. definitely-shows m~turhy
The ruler·;!;· back.. ~ ·. · ·Hovito'~ and ofcourse "IZZO" have
"dance haU:hit" written an over
nu-metal at full blast
in this album. The group seems to
have found a way to strengthen a
.them.
They
may
not
have
t_he
most
·
nu-metal
album with a studfo sou.nd
Although recently convicted of ' The most striking thing about
tuned-down
guitars.
They
may
hot
without
drowning
it in Pro Tools
assault, the New York native Shawn this disc is the eclecticism of the
have
the
hardest
grinding
effects
effects
and
_slickness.
Their presCarter, aka J. Hova, Young Hova, . beats. While hip hop has always
(that's Jay-Z to you) hits .us with been identifiabl.e with its east coast/ pedals. Other bands may mock ence in tht; genre.is both unique
·
hi,s new album, The Blueprint. With west coast/dirty south sounds, Jay them for their Christian lyrics. Still, and vital.
Satellite
While
their
qontemporaries·
are
P.O.D.'s
latest
efforts
on
his first single, "l.Z.Z.O." already seems to be making somenew paths
kj.IJing the charts, he's got whiJe with lhis album. Utilizing cuts from certainly don't fail to ro~k your middle-class white males rapping
and screaming about how life
. .
.kids acros~ the country grabbing ·AI Green, Jackson 5 and other soul speakers.
Everything in' me wants to dis- sucks, these boys (all of different
for their dictionaries to look up "h . hits, many of these songs have a
to the izzo, v to the izzay." ·
sweet sentimentalism to them, credit this band. I want to toss them culturai backgrounds) came from
Jay sets the disc spinning with while not loosing any street feel- into a "loser/wanna-be Korn cat- . ·poverty and are passionate about
egory," but with every track that ·Craving a better world. Their faiththe opening track, "The Ruler's ing in its beats.
Back," a remake of a Slick Rfok clasA great blend of smoothed· ciut slips by on this CD, I am further based lyrics leave one to wonder if
sic. He makes it clear for his audi- R&B beats, tight club hits and con- won over with the thought that other groups out there could take·
ence that he's out for respect and fident lyrics make the newest al- these· boys f~om San Diego can rock some notes.· · ·· ·
With all that has happened restiil at the top of his gaine. His lyr- · bum from Jay-Z a definite addition their ~ay convincingly. .
The front half of the disc intro- cently in the wo_rld, maybe some
. ics are confident and laid back and to your collection. If what Jay.says
the beats are smooth yet bouncy.
·is true, that he can "predict the fu- duces some truly tight tracks, well less-harsh and less-black lyrics are
"Takeover" is somewhat surpris- ture like Cleo the psychic," ·then I produced, but not so overly greased the way to go. Goodness knows that
ing. With a listed guest artist as bet J. Hova himself sees many more ·that they lose the nu-metal feefing. · P.O.D. has found a way to do that,
Lead singer Sonny Sandoval's and _still sound heavy enough to
Josey Scott from !laliva, the lyrics albums and many more satisfied lisrap-singing vocals blend perfectly rock a mosh~pit.
·
are poignant and pointed. Much of teners in store.
- Brian Faust,
the song is dedicated to silencing
- Brian Faust, with the rampage of percussion on
Diversions Editor
the doubters and attacking Nas
Diversions Editor "Set It Off," spitting such lyrics as
"Why do cowards talk the loudf'.St,"
(which happens to be a rather bru-

a

Fenix TX
Lechuza
(MCA)

Lechuza, what the hell
does that mean?
After a five year wait, Fenix TX
finally unleashes a new album to
the masses. Anyone _who thought
them to be just another ca~bon
copy, Blink 182 rip off, will surely
be disappointed by this effort. Unlike the last effort, which was mostly
straight up pop-punk, Fenix TX
branch out more and incorporate
elements of metal, punk and emo
·. in this effort, ·
The first single ''Threesome': is
a typical three-minute pop-punk
stamper:: Other songs such as
"Phoebe Cates" (a tribute to the
"Fast Times At Ridgemont 'High"
star) and "Katie W," follow in the
.s_ame vein. However, the rest of this
· album is where the band changes
gears: The band turns more metallic on "Something Bad Is Gonna

Happen" and "El Borracho". The
best of the tracks is "Pasture of
Muppets" which is almost a foll
on metal song.
.
.. Before making this album, the
band underwent some lineup
changes which may have encouraged the heavier approach oil the
alb~m. Unlike some punk bands (a
la NOFX) whose metal songs are
more funny, FenixTX'smetal songs
are catchy and downright enjoyable. Singer Wil Salazar's love for
the Deftcines shows on these songs ..
H_is melodic voice blends well with
the plodding drums and downtuned guitars. However, rap-metal
this is not. It's just a very
underappreciated and talented
·punk band playing great songs.
Many old fans have disowned
the album, but others have embraced it. The songs surprisingly
transfer over very well live and really get the pit jumping.
This album hasn't got a whole
lot of recognition so far, but headlining spots, .the Warped Tour, and
a spot opening for P.O.D. have given
Fenix TX a chance to showcase the
new 'material_: For fans of pop-punk',
definitely piCk this. one up. This
album should also appeal to those
who like the heavier side of punk.
Don'tsleep on this one, you're missing out.
.
-Asa Kraning,
Contributing Writer

Incubus
Morning View
(Epic)

Third CD, Third great
·album.·

They too have a DJ, they have a
dreamy front man, they've been on
.TRt arid they can write sweet ballads as well as nu-metal rap/rock
hits. But mind you; Incubus is riot
to be written off so easily as a carbon copy band.
·. Morning View, their third major ·
CD, drops into the hands of many
new-found Incubus fans this week.
After their last CD, Make Yourself,
spawned such radio-friendly hits as
"Pardon Me" and "Drive," the bard
·from California flew across the public radar early last year. This releas~
· shows maturity and mellowness, as
well as a tradition of continued experimentation.
If one were to compare this album to their earlier work, specifically
their
first
release,
S.C.l.E.N.C.E., you'd think they'd
sold out to a more popish sound.
Many of the .tracks have a
smoothed out acoustic.guitar layer,
harkening .one back to such singles
as "Drive" and "I Miss You" on their
last album. DJ Lyfe has a more predominate role in this effort, as do
category, and they prove it on this
the vocal abilities of frontman
.album.
Brandon Boyd. Less screaming and
The track "Paid Vacation" goes
more singing seems to be the theme
back to throbbing beats that push ·
for this album: Even the harder
· the song forward; the kind. that tracks on the disc such as "Blood
·made the.ir first release, Royal Highon the Ground" and "Have You
. ness, so· popular. "All about the
Ever" have more melody than in
..•.. weed" has a psychedelic guitar previous efforts.
hook that talks to the listener. A~
The band also returns to its re.other track, "Bi-Polar," takes its cent history of adding .a few softer
roots from old school punk via Dead songs to the album. "Mexico" and
Kennedys and The Clash. The song
"Just a Phase" see the break-out of
Kottonmouth Kings
has thrashing guitars and a singer
the acoustic guitar and even some
Hidden Stash 2
that dbesn' t really care if his voice
strings. With some solid production,
·.(Capitol)
matches harmonically with the the band sounds full, yet not too
song.
studio-based.
There are two songs on the
Boyd and company also show
record that will keep your interest,
they can break out of molds and
though. For two songs, we get to
More ·ofthe same old
show some experimentation. "Just
look inside the minds of these men as "Anti-Gravity Love Song" and
same old
and see past the stereotypical "Battlestar Scralatchtica" showed
Hidden Stash 2 is the pothead. "On the Run" has each some diversion in their work, this
Kottonmouth Kings' third release member give a few verses about the album sees some delving into easton a major label. And if you've lis- strain that stardom has puton their ern sounds. In"Aqueous Transmistened to either of the other two, then lives. Some talk about their girl- sion," guitarist Mike Einzinger and
friends, other's about their parents, the rest of the band launches into a
you've already heard this o,ne.
The first two-thirds of this al- but each one discusses the probseven and a half minute trialing of
bum talk about subjects that Jems they're having .. The other is
turntable beats, swelling eastern
they've already covered. ~-'Welcome "Mind playin tricks on me.'' This.
strings and whispering lyrics.
to the Suburbs" talks about grow- one deals with the paranoia that
A strong follow up to last year's
ing up in their neighborhood ~nd comes with_becoming famous.·
mondo-hit album, Morning View,
Even though they do branch out
smoking pot. 'Tell me Why" deals
will have traditional. fans admiring
with police harassment about, you musically and there are two high the band's maturity and have. new·
guessed it, smoking pot.
· points, the album just doesn't lift
fans scrambling to buy this album.
Musically, though, this album off.
I can't wait to see what these guys
~Dan Cox,
goes in so many different directions
p~t out next.
Contributing Writer
that it comes very close to keeping
- Brian Faust,
a listener interested. If the Kings
Diversions Editor
were going to be classified in a
genre, it would probably be in the
"Psychedelic Hip-Hop Punk Rock"
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Love a~d Kisses from tire ·underground

(RCAJDirty Martin.i)

fo' rizzq; mydizzo this
albizzo is swizzo
A band produced by.· Lit that
sounds ju~t like theni.; Can this be
true? Well it is ..Handsome Devil
are the first band signed to Lifs new
label Dirty Martini.
On their U-track debut, Handsome Devil really show nothng to
separate themselves from their
peers. Another bad cd that you can
use for a coaster at a party. Picture
a heavier, less talented version of
. Lit and you get HD.
· With faster and punkier songs
than Lit, one would expect HO to
get some respect.. But very unintelligent lyrics really don't help
your band either. Can it be that
rock music is going down? Possibly not, but bands like Handsome
Devil aren't gonna help rock advance.
Since I hate being negative I will.
say·that two· or three tracks· on the
album have soine depth to them.
Opener "Tie Me Up" and closer"
"Biing it on" are punk stompers
that bouriC.:e·~nd bang and then end
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. befor~ you kno·w it. Sadly~
these. are the only, brightmch ..
ment on ari otherwise bleakal~ .
. bum. Even a special guest
appereance by Lit themselves
fails to bring this album up
above water.
·
The vocalist doesn't help
much either with his blatant
imitation 'of Lit vocalist AJ ·
Popoff. Soni.ehowthis band, ·
.• no matter how hard they try to
be punk.are just a Lfr rip off.
· These guys will be on the road
with Lit on their fall tour, .however it might be hard for some
fans to distinguish Lit from
Handsome Devil. Too bad be- ·
· cause. Lit are an amazingly talented. band.· They _are pretty
much closet metalheads with
. a knack for writing great pop
.songs. Likewise Handsome
Devil are closet punks who fry
. way too hard to write bad poppunk songs and fail miserably.
Expect to find this album·
in the used CD bins. Instead
~f hugs and kisses fromthe tin. derground, a listen to this ale ·
bum feels like a slap in the
· face and a kick in the teeth from
the underground. Please,·. if
· you like good power pop/
punk check out Lit not a bla- ·
tant imitation of them. ·
-Asa Kraining,
Contrib1ping Writer
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. ACROSS
I; Drop lol)dly

5; Pro
s, A spelling
12. Home~run hitter Hank
14. Just manage
15. Urchin
16. Theater
17. Most showery
19. German mathematician Felix
. 21. Pang
·
22. C:ombined form meaning revived
.. 23. D'etcrgenl brand
25. Up a_._·_._
21. Bedrock
• 30.Aits
33. Saltpeters
34. Son of Adam
36. Volcano
38.. Enthusiasm
39. Street narcotic
40. London cleaning woman
41. ltalian soul
42. Deem
. 43 ..... : and carry a big _ _ _..
44. Port town at mouth of Tiber
·46. Lounge al the Waldorf
48 .. One of the.seven deadly sins
50. One who repents
51. Messy place to live
54. Reveal.
56.Ability
59. Companies
62. Worse than 65 across
64. Shirt brand
65. Poorly·
66. A scale of gradation
67. Sludges
68. lnfonner
69. U-Mich hockey arena

DOWN
· I . That on which one may write
2. Frolic
3. Type of exam
4. Southwest Asian fruit
5. Cold month
6. Favorite Cajun vegetable
7. Respond
8. Tribe of Laos
9. Divination

59
64
67

10. What bread should .do .
11. Excessively absorbed with
13.Nymph · .
I5. Ind fan butters
18. Depreciate
20. What a puppy may do
24. Shellfish
27; Very loud ullerance
28. Second .President of the U.S.
29. African-American Association
· 3 I. Aprinciple
32. Popcorn, e.g.
33. Caspian is one
35. Fruit being spike of ear of com
37. Overgrown hou.seboat
39. Dastard
·
43. Panoramic
45. One related by marriage
47. Tlingit tribe
49. Vertical along which an
ordinate is measured ·
51. Hormel product
57. Muse of history
52. Informal spelling of a
58. Barbie's boyfriend
60. _ _ Alamos·
prQposition
·:·•;:61. Sneaky
53. Enclosure
55.Seaweed
63. Impute
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WE'RE MORE PUN:K T.HAN YOU ARE. DEAL WITH IT

:Kf,n .9Lnrferson
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. *Family
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*Pro-life
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October 24·
There is no doubt in my mind
kids come up wit)l the greates!
games known to man. Where
would we be without "kick the
can," "ghost in the graveyard,"
arl"capture the flag?" I dare not
even entertain the idea. Not only
do these games provide hours of
entertainment in our formative
years, but they carry on into our
adult lives as well. Right now, the
United States and Osama Bin
Laden are engaged in an enthralling game of "gotcha last". combined with all the intricacies of
"manhunt." Everyone's a kid- at
heart.
Before the flag-football season
is brought to a close, it doesn't
seem proper not to mention the International Coffee Hour· which
meets today at 3:30 p.m. Come to
the Romero Center and submit to
deliciousness. If that isn't reason
enough, let me inform you that
everyone's doing it.
Remember all those ways that
you used to make money when
you were like six or seven? KoolAid stands, mowing lawns, selling
your ritalin. Well the ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha haven't lost the
spirit. Today in Kelley Auditorium
from 7 to 9 p.m. they will be holding a dating auction in order to line
their pockets. Proceeds may go to
buying a Cabbage Patch Kid, a
Transformer or a case of bee ...
soda.

By Dan Arbeznik To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

I 1; ht,:.~ •J!\'I
October 25
When I was just a lad in grade
school, we would hold elecions
every year to determine who
would be the class president. Of
course the election was always
won by the most popular kid in
the class. Being the least popular kid ... I never won. That, and
the fact that my classmates were
morons (lousy inbred yokels).
But just look at me now! Sigh.
Anyway, I always wondered
how I could make those elections more democratic. The answer has finally arrived. Come
.to Schmidt Hall today at'7 p.m.
as Professor John -Anderson
talks about "More Democratic
Elections." Having attained all
this information, I will finally be
able to ascertain my ultimate goal
as president of the German Club.

.FRIDAY .
October 26
If you're happy and you .
know it clap your hands. If
you 're smelly and you know it
take a shower. If you're talented
and you know it, come to "Don't

Tell Anna" today at 6:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. The madness
begins with a Karaoke Contest and ·
ends with a production from the
cast. Tell all your friends about it.
Except for that Anna girl. She's not
invited.
I don't know about you, but playing a few games. of "ghost in the
graveyard" and "hide-and-go-seek
in the dark" was enough to give me
nightmares. I might have to sleep
with my nite-light on after going to
"Fearfest" at Kings Island this weekend. The park is open from 8 p.m.
until 1 a.m. If the rides don't scare
you, the $40 cover will.
If you are afraid that you might
get a little freaked out by the rides
at Kings Island, you probably
shouldn't go to the Cintas Center
today at 7 p.m. as the volleyball team
takes on Rhode Island. They're so
good, it's scary.

·~J L( ;:

•JlY•.

October 27

While watching Oklahoma dismantle Nebraska, today I can't help
but be reminded of my days playing kill the carrier. Of course your
team spirit doesn't have to stop
there. You could travel to the city
ofbrotherly love, no not San Francisco, Philadelphia and watch the

cross-country team track down the
A-IO title.

October 28
Red Rover, Red Rover, let Megadeath come over. And while
you 1re at it, bring Iced Earth with
you. They play tonight at Bogarts.
The concert begins at 8 p.m. but
that doesn't have to stop you from
decapitating all your friends as
they assualt that long line of intertwined anns of steel.
If you get written up for quiet
hours today you are in luck. Tonight lawlessness rules as everyone around the country turns back
their clocks (except for those backwards farmers of Indiana). Go
crazy out in the halls until 2 a.m. or
if you're feeling lucky ... 2:01 a.m.
Shantytown begins its week of
terror out on the residential mall
today at 2 p.m. · Consult reliable
postings for more information, i.e.
don't look for it in Calendar City.

Bella Cincinnati, new downtown restaurant next to the
Aronoff, is scheduled to open midNovember and is looking for outgoing and energetic host staff,
bussers, and server assistants.
Full and Part-time positions avail- ·
able. Call 325-7254 for more info.
2002 sumrµer internships.
$12/HR summer jobs. Student
Painters are looking for individuals who are interested in gaining
management expertise. No experience necessary, however must
be hard working. Last summer the
average internship paid $8,000.
For more info, call 1-888-3385.
Childcare help wanted. Looking for a fun part-time job working
with children? No nights or weekends, competitive pay, will train:
Call Courtney at772-5888 ext 203.

Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Student Groups. You can
earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with
the very easy
campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. Does
not. involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com
at 1 (888) 923-3238, or
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Childcare provider needed.
Working mornings, 2-5 days a
week for two small children. Ifinterested call 281-3863

October 29
Now stand back and think on
this one for a minute, it gets kinda
complicated. Even though today

Remember those people who
gave you pennies for Halloween?
The worst was getting the apples
because then you know they
could have afforded candy but just
chose to spite you. Well don't
spite the student-atheletes who
will be coming by your door to collect canned goods today from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Oh, and a word to
the wise: that Natµral Light that
has been sitting in your fridge for
eternity is not considered a canned
good. Although it is in a can, and
yes, it is good.

· RJESDAY
This is the last day you can still ·
buy tick~ts for "Rent." Tickets will
be on sale from noon to 4 p.m.
Well, that's about all that's going on this week in Calendar City.
I'm out ... like a fat kid in dogde
ball.

Springs - 7 bdrm/ 3 1/2 bath, 1612
Dana Ave. 4. bdrm, and 1600 ·
Brewster 4 bdrm. Contact JoEllen
Spitz at 321-0043.

a classified ad call Emily at 745-3561
Assistant teacher needed for Hyde
Park area preschool and/or before
and after school program. Part-time,
flexable hours. Great opportunity for
ECE or ED majors. Experience required. Great pay! Accredited program! Professional environment.
E.O.E. Please call Linda or Ellen at
321-7183.

Travel ·
Spring Break -- Nass au/ Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, hotel, transfers, oarties and
more!! Organize small group -- earn
FREE trips plus commissions! Call
1-800-GET-SUN- l.
#1 Spring break vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Flordia. Sell trips, earn
cash & go free. Now hiring campus
representatives 1-800-234-7007.
endlesssuminertours.com.

call 1-888-777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com to
find out more.

Apartments: one to six bedroom 945 & 1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance to school. Nicely furnished, laundry facilities, off street
parking, AC, well- lit, maintained
and secure buildings. Starting at
$270/student. Phone Darryl Norris

*** Act Now! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre,
Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
Reps needed ...Travel fi;ee, earn$$$.
Group discounts for 6+. Call 1-800838-8203/www.leisuretours.com.

For rent 2,4,5 & 6 BR. Very
large, newly renovated apartments
within a half mile of campus. Set in
a turn of the century ma~sion,
these apartments feature: finished
wood floors, ceramic tile, ceiling
fan, laundry, AC, off~street parking, security lighting, garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are large
enough to share. These apartments are a must see and won't
last long. For a showing call Ian at
253-7368 or.Timat325-8610.

SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in FREE travel, drinks, food
and parties with the best DJ's and
Spring Break 2002- Travel with · celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
STS to Jamaica, Mexico or Flordia.
Mazatlan and the Bahamas. Go to
Promote trips on campus to earn
StudentCity.com, call 800-293-1443
cash and free trips. Information/resor email sales@studentcity.com for
. more information.
ervations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica or Mazatlan FOR
FREE ! To find out how, you can

Norwood four bedroom on the
second floor of two-family house.
3804 Elsmere Ave. Stove and
refridgerator included. Free laundry. Deck· and AC $900/month
plus utilities. Call 731-2131.

Spring Break 2002! Cancun, Jamaica, Barbados, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Padre, Florida & more.
FREE MEALS for a liffiited time.
FREE parties, drinks and exclusive
events! For details visit us at
www.sunsplachtours.com or call 1800-426-7710. "IT'S A NOBRAINER"

For Rent

Housekeeper/ childcare. 2530 hours/week. Hyde Park home.
Close to campus. Call 321-8196.

"Violets are Red, my Pinto is
aqua-blue. What was put in the
microwave?. Could it have been ...
?" Come hear this contemporary
classic and many more as Harvey
Shapiro hosts a poetry· reading
today at 8 p.m. in the Schiff family
conference center. Was that a ·
haiku? Probably not.

October 30

Help Wanted
$$ Earn Extra Money $$.
We're looking for men and
· women to deliver the new telephone directories for Cincinnati
Bell. We are also looking for office clerks & loaders. Delivery
starts about Oct. 19. Work a miniPart-time nanny needed for
mum of four daylight hours/day. ·
three great kids ages 10, 12 and
Work in your area. Work full or
14, to cover 2-month maternity
part-time. Get paid within 24
·leave of full-time nanny. Beginhours upon· successful complening in November,· 3 - 6:30 p.m.
tion of your route. To qualify you
Monday thru Friday. Duties to
must be 18 or older, have a valid
include laundry, dinner prep,
driver's license and social secugrocery shopping and driving to
rity card and have an insured veand
from school activities. Rehicle. Call 1-800-979-7.978 besponsible
non-smoker should
tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
call
513-351-9999
to schedule an
thru Friday. Refer to job #3047interview.
10.EOE.

is Monday, it is.also the anniversary ofBlack Thursday. Secventytwo years ago the world was .
plunged into The. Great Depres- .
sion. This is similar to my severe
depression resulting from the Yan- ·
kees making it back to the World
Series.

Houses for·rent for next spring.
Equipped and renovated within
walking distance to Xavier. All
with off street parking. 991 Dana
Ave. - 8 bdrm/3 bath, 885 qinton

at703~3242.

Miscellaneous
Need cash? Everybody's
Rec.ords in Pleasant Ridge pays
cash for CDs and LPs. Come
browse our wide selection of rock,
R&B, rap, jazz, blues and more.
6106 Montgomery Road.

